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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background 
With the growing population and economy, mobility demand in urban areas is 

on the rise, and so is the resulting traffic congestion and air pollution. Safe, reliable, 
comfortable, traffic efficient, economical, and environmentally friendly means of 
transportation have always been a constant goal of city authorities (Mwambeleko and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2017) and (Mwambeleko, 2015). 

Trams and light rail vehicles (LVRs) have proven to be one of the best solutions 
to urban mobility challenges. Thanks to their high passenger capacity and low energy 
consumption per passenger-kilometer. Rail transport is characterized by the guided 
movement of steel wheels on steel rails. The metal-to-metal contact that has 
considerably low rolling resistance (Mwambeleko, 2015).  

Today’s railroad vehicles can be driven by diesel-powered Internal Combustion 
Engines (ICEs), electric traction motors, or the combination of the two. Electric traction 
is not only more efficient and environmentally friendly than diesel traction, but also 
more comfortable (due to little noise and vibration) and more economical (due to low 
maintenance cost) (Mwambeleko, 2015). 

1.1.1 The beauty of electric traction 
The driving engine of an electric traction system is an Electric Traction 

Motor (ETM), whereas the driving engine of a non-electric traction (mainly diesel 
traction, for heavy vehicles) system is an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE). Compared 
to an ICE, an electric traction motor has several significant advantages: - 

i. efficiency of an ETM is more than twice the efficiency of an ICE. 
With frequent stops, which is a characteristic of urban transport 
system, the ICE highly inefficient, 
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ii. electric traction motor has considerably lower maintenance cost 
and lower downtime per maintenance, mainly due to less 
frequent maintenance requirement and easy to maintain, 

iii. electric traction motor has higher power to weight ratio than that 
of an ICE, 

iv. electric traction motor has higher acceleration capability than an 
ICE, 

v. electric traction motor can recover braking energy (can take a 
generator role during braking), which means an increase in energy 
efficiency and decrease in maintenance cost of braking shoes, and 

vi. electric motor operates with less vibration which means less track 
damage, and increased ride comfort. 

It is interesting to note that, except for regenerative braking and less 
vibration, the advantages of an ETM over an ICE are very similar to the advantages that 
an ICE had over a steam engine (Mwambeleko, 2015) and (Mwambeleko and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2017). 

In addition to the advantages of an ETM over an ICE, in many countries, 
electricity is more economical than diesel. Moreover, electricity can be produced from 
environmentally friendly and sustainable sources such as hydro, wind, and solar, and 
even if electricity is produced from sources such as coal and natural gas, emission 
level per kilowatt-hour output from such sources at a power plant is much lower than 
that of an ICEs installed in a vehicle (Mwambeleko, 2015). 

1.1.2 The need for on-board energy storage 
Despite of all the benefits of electric traction, some railway routes are 

either partially electrified or not electrified at all, for reasons such as: - 
i. electrification cost, 
ii. electrification complexity (difficulty and safety issues), and 
iii. visual impact (aesthetic reasons). 
Electrification cost is particularly true for lightly used routes. That is, 

routes with not enough density of traffic movement to justify capital and maintenance 
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costs (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka, and Kulworawanichpong, 2020) and (Mwambeleko, 
2015). 

Electrification complexity is true for routes that are difficult to electrify 
such as crossing routes (where two or more railways cross), routes passing under 
bridges (or in tunnels) with not enough clearance and, routes with not enough right of 
way. Electrification difficulty and cost often come bundled when trying to electrify old 
routes which were constructed without electrification consideration (Mwambeleko, 
Hayasaka, and Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 

Visual impact is particularly true for routes passing through historical sites 
and city centers. For aesthetic reasons, in some areas, catenaries (overhead contact lines) 
are out of the question (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka, and Kulworawanichpong, 2020) and 
(Mwambeleko, 2015). 

Under such circumstances (when a route cannot be fully electrified), 
On-Board Energy Storage Devices (OBESDs) such as batteries and supercapacitors are 
often used, as depicted in Figure 1.1. Aside from suppling tram power demand on non-
electrified section(s), the OBESDs come with an added benefit, which is the ability to 
store regenerative braking energy (Shiraki, Tokito, Yokozutsumi, 2015), (Mwambeleko, 
2015), (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka, and Kulworawanichpong, 2020), and (Wang, et al., 
2020). 
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Figure 1.1 Reasons and advantages of on-board energy storage 
 

1.1.3 The supercapacitor powered tram 
Recently a tram powered solely by supercapacitors shown in Figure 1.2 

rolled out in China. The four cars tram is 36.5 meters long, has a maximum speed of 
70 km/h, and a capacity of 380 passengers. The supercapacitor bank is fully recharged 
at each stopping station within 30 seconds as passengers board and deboard, giving 
the tram an autonomy to the next stop (Saracco, 2016) and (Barrow, 2014). 
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Figure 1.2 Supercapacitor tram unveiled in China (railjournal.com, Barrow, 2014) 
 

Having low energy density, several supercapacitor modules are needed 
to store enough energy to move a tram from one station (charging point) to the next. 
This imposes cost challenges given that supercapacitors are costly. A Maxwell 125 V, 
63 F supercapacitor modules costs around 5,000 USD (Mouser Electronics, Inc., 2018) 
and (Arrow Electronics, Inc, 2018). Moreover, increasing the number of supercapacitor 
modules increases tram weight and consequently increasing energy consumption. 

1.1.4 Tram tractive energy demand 
Rail vehicles are characterized by high inertia and low rolling friction. 

The former accounts for high energy consumption during acceleration, the latter 
accounts for low energy consumption during cruising, and the two combined accounts 
for the ability to coast a long distance and high regenerative braking recuperation. 
Trams and LRVs operating in urban areas are characterized by frequent stops (short 
distances between stations) and low speed (about 40 kph to 50 kph). A tram consumes 
high energy during acceleration (due to inertia resistance). Energy demand drops 
significantly during cruising as the inertia resistance is out of the equation. During 
coasting, and braking, tractive energy demand is zero, the only energy needed is to 
supply auxiliary loads. General tram speed profile and its mapping to energy demand 
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are presented in Figure 1.3 (Mwambeleko, Kulworawanichpong, and Greyson, 2015), 
(Mwambeleko and Kulworawanichpong, 2017), and (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka, and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 
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Figure 1.3 Tram speed profile and energy consumption 
 

1.1.5 The proposed idea 
Accelerating Contact Lines (ACLs) which are short extension of existing 

charging feeders are proposed in the study. With ACLs and OBESD hybrid tram system, 
high energy demand during acceleration is supplied by an ACL, the rest of the            
energy demand (after acceleration to the next station) is supplied by a small size 
OBESD as depicted in Figure 1.4 through Figure 1.6 (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka, and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 
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Figure 1.4 Tram systems a) conventional (cap-Tram) b) proposed (cap-ACL-Tram) 
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Figure 1.5 Accelerating contact line as an extension of a charging bar 
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Figure 1.6 Block diagram of a supercapacitor and contact line tram system 
 

1.2 Problem definition 
Electrified tram systems are highly recommended for urban mass transport due 

to their efficiency, cost effectiveness, and environmental friendliness. However, 
attributed to electrification cost (or difficulty) and aesthetic concerns, some railway 
routes are either partly electrified, or not electrified at all. This is true for i) routes with 
low traffic movement that cannot justify electrification cost, ii) routes that are difficulty 
to electrify for reasons such as not enough right of way, not enough clearance in a 
tunnel or under a bridge, and presence of level crossover(s), and iii) routes passing 
through historical areas and city squares (Mwambeleko, 2015).  

Under such circumstances, trams and LRVs are often equipped with OBESDs. 
The OBESDs are not only costly, but they also increase vehicle weight. Therefore, the 
idea of accelerating contact lines is introduced to reduce the required size of the 
OBESD. A layered view of a problem definition is depicted in Figure 1.7. 
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Figure 1.7 Layered view of a problem definition 
 

1.3 Research motivation 
Trams and LRVs play a significant role addressing urban mobility challenges, 

fuel efficiency and subsequently environmental concerns. Electric trains are much 
more efficient, cost effective and environmentally friendly than the conventional 
diesel trains. For reasons such as electrification cost and visual impacts some railway 
routes (or route sections) are not electrified. Trams operation on those routes are often 
equipped with OBESDs. Thanks to technological advancements, the cost of OBESDs is 
decreasing while the performance is increasing. Subsequently, electric vehicles are 
increasingly being manufactured. In most of electric buses, the capacity of OBESD is of 
the order of hundreds of kWh. Interestingly, a tram having low coefficient of rolling 
friction, consumes less energy per passenger kilometer than a bus (Mwambeleko, 2015) 
and (Mwambeleko and Kulworawanichpong, 2017). Recently, a concept of 
supercapacitor tram came to live, supercapacitor powered tram rolled out in China. 
Supercapacitors have high power density but, they have low energy density and are 
costly. They need to be recharged at every stopping station. Low energy density means 
many supercapacitor modules are needed to move a tram from one station to the 
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next, and since they are costly, this imposes cost challenges (Saracco, 2016) and 
(Barrow, 2014). Owing to their high inertial, trams and LRVs consume high energy during 
acceleration. During cruising the energy demand is low, thanks to the low rolling 
friction. During coasting and braking, energy demand is very low. Introducing 
accelerating contact lines by just extending the existing charging bar means, the high 
energy during acceleration is supplied from the contact line and thus, the size and 
cost of the OBESD (supercapacitor bank in this study) is reduced. Moreover, reducing 
the size of the OBESD, reduces vehicle weight and consequently energy consumption 
(Mwambeleko, Kulworawanichpong, and Greyson, 2015) and (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka, 
and Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 

 

1.4 Research objective 
The main objective of the research is to reduce size and subsequently cost and 

weight of OBESD required for trams (supercapacitor powered trams) operating on non-
electrified urban railway routes, taking into account visual impact concerns. 
Accelerating contact lines (ACLs) and on-board energy storage (OBES) hybrid system is 
introduced and, supercapacitor powered tram system is used as a case study. 

To achieve the main objective the research work is divided into the following 
subobjectives: - 

i. To establish speed profile for a given route. 
ii. To model a tram powered solely by on-board supercapacitors 

(cap_Tram) and a hybrid tram powered on-board supercapacitors 
and ACLs (cap_ACL_Tram), and then simulate them. 

iii. To analyze by how much the proposed tram (cap_ACL_Tram) 
system reduces size and cost of the required OBESD and, tram 
energy consumption. 
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1.5 Methodology 
Aiming at enhancing supercapacitor powered tram system (reducing the 

required size of the onboard supercapacitor bank) using ACLs; tram data, 
supercapacitor data, and route data are acquired and prepared for simulation.  With 
the available literature, supercapacitor powered tram modeling is done using MATLAB. 
Tram movement is simulated and, the results are analyzed as to what extend the ACLs 
reduces required size of on-board supercapacitor bank.  

 

1.6 Research assumptions 
The following assumptions have been made in this study: - 

i. Charging infrastructure is already installed at each stopping station 
as required for a supercapacitor powered tram. 

ii. Contact line system is capable of supplying tram system maximum 
power demand. 

iii. Tram tractive effort is continuous. 
 

1.7 Scope and limitations of the study 
Power loss and voltage drop across ACL is not of interest in this study, the ACL 

is very short (just 150 m) and only one tram will be drawing power from an ACL at a 

time. With low line resistance (such as 170 mΩ/km), there will be just a little power 
loss and voltage drop across the ACL, which can be neglected without noticeable 
effect. 

Tram speed profile generation (optimization) is out of scope of this study for 
two reasons: - 

i. to avoid idea “clouding”. The focus of this work is to present the new 
ACL idea in tram and light rail urban systems and, 

ii. as long as a tram accelerates fast when it is in ACL (or in power mode 
ACL, to be explained in Chapter II), any (feasible) speed profile after 
that will work fine. The proposed system does not necessarily need 
speed profile to be optimized, what is important is high acceleration 
when a tram is leaving a station. 
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1.8 Expected benefits 
Results from this research work are expected to be a great help and reference 

to policy makers, city authorities, railway operators, tram and LRV manufacturers and, 
other stakeholders interested in having electric trams and LRVs in urban areas with low 
operating cost and visual impact. 

 

1.9 Organization of the thesis 
The thesis comprises five chapters. Background of the study, problem 

definition, research objective, methodology, scope and limitation, assumptions and, 
expected benefits are presented in chapter I. 

In chapter II, a brief review on train motion, capacitors and supercapacitors as 
energy storage devices are presented. Chapter III presents tram system modelling.  

Tram movement simulation results are presented and discussed in chapter IV, 
and finally a conclusion and recommendations are given in chapter V. 
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CHAPTER II 

BRIEF REVIEW 
 

2.1 Introduction 
Electrified public transport systems such as trams and Light Rail Vehicles (LRVs) 

play a significant role in providing green commuter transport services in cities. Traffic 
congestion and urban air pollution is a concern to city authorities. Railway operators 
would like to reduce travel cost and time. Realizing the benefit of electric traction, 
trams and LRVs operating on routes that are not fully electrified are often equipped 
with OBESDs such as supercapacitors (Mwambeleko, 2015). 

Given their high inertial, low rolling friction, and the nature of their operation 
(frequent stops and low speed), trams present an interesting power/energy demand 
profile. During acceleration, power demand is considerably high. However, thereafter 
when no power is drained to change tram inertial, the power demand drops 
significantly. Different power sources hybrids have been proposed for tram drive. One 
of them is Accelerating Contact Lines (ACLs) and OBESD hybrid system (Mwambeleko, 
Hayasaka, and Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 

In this chapter, a brief literature review on OBESD, ACL, supercapacitors, and 
tram movement is presented. 

 

2.2 Energy storage technologies in LRVs 
Owing to the significant technological advancements in Energy Storage Devices 

(ESDs) over the past two decades, Light Rail Vehicles (LRVs) with OBESDs have attracted 
the attention of several researchers, companies, and authorities. Common energy 
storage technologies currently used in LRVs include batteries (Lithium-ion batteries in 
particular), supercapacitors, flywheels, and fuel cells. Among these, batteries and 
supercapacitors are the most common. Compared to batteries, supercapacitors have 
high power densities but low energy densities, they can deliver and absorb high power 
but cannot store high energy per unit mass (or volume) as batteries (Arboleya P, 
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Bidaguren P, and Armendariz U, 2016), (Iwase, et al., 2015) (Shiraki, Tokito, and 
Yokozutsumi, 2015) and (Wang, et al., 2020). 

On account of their high-power density, supercapacitors located either on 
ground (trackside) or inside a vehicle (on-board) are employed to reduce peak power, 
and to increase voltage stability and energy efficiency. That is done by storing        
braking energy when a vehicle brakes and supplying it back when a vehicle starts          
accelerates (Barrero, Mierlo, and Tackoen, 2008) and (Sumpavakup, Ratniyomchai, and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2017). 

Supercapacitors are sometimes hybridized with batteries particularly for an 
autonomous On-Board Energy Storage System (OBESS) since the two have 
complimenting characteristics on energy and power densities (Wang, et al., 2020) 

Utilizing Li-ion batteries, some railway operators such as JR East, JR West, and 
JR Kyushu Japanese railway operators have been replacing Diesel Multiple Units (DMUs) 
with battery and catenary hybrid trams. Battery-powered rail vehicles (replacement of 
DMU with battery-powered vehicles) dates back to 1950s (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka, and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 

Until very recently (within the decade), light railway vehicles powered entirely 
by on-board supercapacitors have not been popular. The main reason is the fact that 
currently, supercapacitor technology suffers from low energy density (Wang Y, Yang Z, 
and Li F, 2018) and (Saracco, 2016) 

 

2.3 Accelerating contact lines, previous works 
An ACL is a short contact line extending from a tram stopping station. Its main 

use is to supply power to a tram during acceleration (as the tram departs from a 
station, accelerating to the desired speed). Therefore, relieving the OBESD from 
supplying the high acceleration power. To reduce the required size of OBESD in trams, 
the ACL concept was introduced by Mwambeleko and Kulworawanichpong. Lithium 
titanate battery pack was used as an OBESD (Mwambeleko and Kulworawanichpong, 
2017). 

Compared to a tram powered solely by battery, a battery-ACL (BACL) tram 
system (with a total electrified distance of 1.8 km out of a 25 km route) reduced the 
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battery pack size by 62.5%. Compared to a conventional battery-contact line tram 
system having 12.2 km electrified, the BACL showed equivalently performance 
(Mwambeleko, Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 

If there already is a charging infrastructure at a tram station, then the ACL can 
be realized by just extending the charging bar (or feeder). Such a modification will 
increase the utilization of the charging infrastructure and reduce the required size and 
cost of the OBESD (Mwambeleko and Kulworawanichpong, 2017) and (Mwambeleko, 
Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 

If an ACL system is installed at a station where there was no charging 
infrastructure, it will act as a charging point to rail vehicles that don’t have the 
capability to draw power while moving (Mwambeleko and Kulworawanichpong, 2017) 
and (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 2020).  

 

2.4 Supercapacitors 
A capacitor comprises two conducting plates separated by a dielectric. Applying 

a DC voltage across a capacitor, charges the capacitor by accumulating opposite 
charges to the two conduction plates. A dielectric between the plates, keeps the 
opposite charges separated, creating an electric field by which capacitors store energy. 
The ratio of accumulated charge to the applied voltage is called capacitance. It is 
proportional to the surface area of the conducting plates and inversely proportional 
to the distance between the plates (Raghavendra, et al., 2020) and (Moghbeli, 
Hajisadeghian, and Asadi, 2016). 

As the name suggests, a supercapacitor is a general term referring to a capacitor 
with much higher capacitance than a conventional capacitor. Consequently, the former 
has much higher energy density than the latter. Thanks to its high surface area, and 
small distance between conducting plates. Thus, a supercapacitor can technically be 
considered (modeled) just like a conventional capacitor, the only difference being 
capacitance value. In this work therefore, the terms capacitor and supercapacitor are 
used interchangeably (Moghbeli, Hajisadeghian, and Asadi, 2016).  

Supercapacitors are used in many applications to store electrical energy and 
supply it on demand. The applications range from voltage stabilization (buffer), backup 
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system, to autonomous on-board energy source (Barrero, Mierlo, and Tackoen, 2008) 
and (Wang, Yang, and Li, 2018). 

2.4.1 Capacitor energy and voltage 
Energy stored in a capacitor is proportional to its capacitance and 

square of the voltage difference between capacitor conducting plates (terminals), as 
expressed in Equation (2.1) (Wang, Guo, Xu, Wu, and Lin, 2019). 

 

 21 2

2
sh

sh

E
E C V V

C



=    =  (2.1) 

Where, E  is energy stored in a capacitor (Wh), C  is capacitor capacitance (F), V  is 
voltage difference between capacitor terminals (V), and sh  is a constant used to 
convert seconds to hours so as to convert energy from watt-second to watt-hour. 

From Equation (2.1) it can be seen that, unlike batteries, capacitor 
voltage varies widely with the amount of energy stored in it (it’s state of energy). If 
energy stored in a capacitor decreases to 25% of the full charge energy, capacitor 
voltage decreases to 50% of the full charge voltage. This is a substantial voltage 
variation. Thus, capacitor banks are usually used with (connected to) DC-DC converters 
(Wang, et al., 2019). 

Since voltage converters have a limited acceptable input voltage range, 
capacitor minimum voltage is normally constrained such that the voltage range is 
acceptable. Moreover, for a given power demand, low voltage necessitates high 
current. A tram system (switching converters, circuit brakers, and cables) capable to 
handle high current may prove to be uneconomical (Golchoubian and Azad, 2017). 

If a capacitor is considered fully charged at rated voltage ratedV  (which 
is normally the case, and it is so done in this study), then given capacitor minimum 
voltage limit minV , energy harvestable harvE  from a fully charged capacitor is as 
expressed in Equation (2.2) (Wang, et al., 2019) and (Moghbeli, Hajisadeghian, and Asadi, 
2016). 
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Where, harvE  is harvestable energy (Wh), C  is capacitor capacitance (F), minV  is 
minimum voltage limit (V), and 

sh  is a constant used to convert seconds to hours. 
It follows that, if capacitor minimum voltage is set to half of the rated 

(full charge) voltage (that is, 1
min 2 ratedV V= ), then energy harvestable harvE  from the 

capacitor is 75% of the full charge energy fcE , as expressed in Equation (2.3). 
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(2.3) 

 
Where, harvE  is harvestable energy (Wh), fcE  is energy stored in a capacitor at full 
charge (Wh), C  is capacitor capacitance (F), ratedV  is capacitor rated voltage, which is 
considered as a full charge voltage (V), minV  is minimum voltage limit (V), and sh  is a 
constant used to convert seconds to hours. 

Generally, harvestable energy harvE  can be derived from capacitor State 
Of Energy (SOE) which is defined as the ratio of energy stored in a capacitor to 
capacitor’s energy storage capacity (energy stored in a capacitor at full charge) as 
expressed in Equation (2.4) (Wang, et al., 2019). 
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 (2.4) 

 
Where,   is capacitor SOE, min  capacitor minimum SOE limit, ratedV  is capacitor rated 
voltage, which is considered as a full charge voltage (V), minV  is minimum voltage limit 
(V) and  fcE  is energy stored in a capacitor at full charge (capacitor energy storage 
capacity). 

2.4.2 Capacitor bank from capacitor modules 
To increase energy storage and power capabilities, several identical 

capacitors (capacitor cells) as shown in Figure 2.1 are often connected to make a 
capacitor module as shown in Figure 2.2, and several capacitor modules may then be 
connected to make a capacitor bank as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Supercapacitor cells (Maxwell Technologies, Inc, 2021). 
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a) 16V, 500F b) 48V, 165F  
 

Figure 2.2 Supercapacitor modules (Maxwell Technologies, Inc, 2021). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.3 Supercapacitor bank from supercapacitor modules. 
 

Examples of supercapacitor modules from various manufacturers are 
shown in Table 2.1 
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Table 2.1 Supercapacitor modules from various manufacturers  

 

 XLR-48 Supercapacitor 
 48 V, 166 F 

Dimensions (mm): L x W x H: 
                  421 x 177 x 196 

Mass (kg):  14.7 
Source: https://www.eaton.com/us/en-
us/catalog/electronic-components/xlr-supercapacitor-
module.html 

 

 SkelMod 51V Supercapacitor 
 51V, 177F 

Dimensions (mm): L x W x H: 
                  422 x 194 x 198 

Mass (kg):  16 
Source: https://www.skeletontech.com/skelmod-51v-
ultracapacitor-module 

 

 BMOD0165 P048 C01  
 48V, 165F 

Dimensions (mm): L x W x H: 
                  418 x 194 x 179 

Mass (kg):  14.2 
Source: 
https://www.maxwell.com/images/documents/48V_ds_
DuraBlue_3000685_4.pdf 

 

 BMOD0063 P125 B08 
 125V, 63F 

Dimensions (mm): L x W x H: 
                  789 x 425 x 313 

Mass (kg):  63.4 
Source: 
https://www.maxwell.com/images/documents/125V_M
odule_datasheet.pdf 

Capacitance and internal equivalent resistance of a capacitor bank comprising 
identical capacitor modules connected in series, parallel, and series-parallel are 
expressed in Equation (2.5) (Maxwell Technologies, 2019) and (Kermani, et al., 2020). 
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,   Series configuration ( 1)

,   Parallel configuration ( 1)
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(2.5) 

 
Where, 

cbC  and  
cmC  are capacitor bank and capacitor module capacitances (F) 

respectively, cbr  and cmr  are internal equivalent resistances (Ohms) of a capacitor bank 
and capacitor module respectively, cmsn  is number of capacitor modules in series, and 

psn  is number of parallel strings. 
Regardless of how capacitor modules (identical modules) are 

connected (series, parallel, or series-parallel), the total energy storage capacity of a 
capacitor bank equals the sum of energy storage capacity of individual capacitor 
modules. 

 

2.5 Supercapacitors versus batteries 
Currently, the most common OBESDs are supercapacitors and lithium-ion 

batteries (Wang, et al., 2020). Among the lithium-ion battery chemistries, lithium 
titanate is the leading candidate in terms of power density (Liu, et al., 2015). However, 
compared to supercapacitors, the lithium titanate battery comes far behind, 
particularly in power density and cycle life. 

It is possible to full charge a supercapacitor within 30 seconds, whereas a 
battery would need around 30 minutes (Sengupta, et al., 2018). Life cycle of a 
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supercapacitor is in the order of millions, whereas that of a battery is in the order of 
thousands (Farhadi and Mohammed, 2016). 

Except for low energy densities, a supercapacitor exhibits key performance 
characteristics for an OBESD. Its low energy ratios drawback can be addressed by fast 
charging at stopping stations. This well suits urban transport systems characterized by 
short distances between stations (Saracco, 2016) and (Barrow, 2014).. 

Performance and life characteristics of a lithium titanate cell from Altairnano, 
and DuraBlue supercapacitor cell from Maxwell are presented in Table 2.2 and Table 
2.3 respectively. 

 
Table 2.2 Altairnano Lithium Titanate cell (Altairnano, 2021) 

Attribute Value Unit 
Performance characteristics 

Nominal voltage 2.22  V 
Capacity typical1 66.8 Ah 
Typical discharge energy2 148 Wh 
Internal charge impedance3 0.32 mΩ 
Internal discharge impedance3  0.38 mΩ 
Maximum continuous charge/discharge current 500 A 

Life characteristics 
Cycle life at 2C charge/discharge, 100% DOD, 250C4 > 25,000  
Cycle life at 2C charge/discharge, 100% DOD, 550C4 > 6,000  
Calendar life at 250C5 25 years 

Physical characteristics 
Width x Height x Thickness 256 x 263 x 12.6 mm 
Weight 1.81 kg 
1At 70 Amps, 250C, CCCV charge 
2At 70 Amps, 250C, CCCV discharge 
3At 10 sec DC pulse, 50% SOC, 250C 
4To 80% initial capacity 
5250C is the optimal temperature. 
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Table 2.3 Maxwell DuraBlue supercapacitor cell (Maxwell, 2019) 

Attribute Value Unit 
Performance characteristics 

Nominal voltage 2.70  V 
Capacitance typical 3000 F 
Stored energy 3.04 Wh 
Equivalent series resistance (ESR) 0.29 mΩ 
Maximum continuous charge/discharge current 1900 A 

Life characteristics 
Cycle life at 250C* 1,000,000  
DC life at 250C, rated voltage* 10 years 
Calendar life at 250C, uncharged* 4 years 

Physical characteristics 
Height x Diameter 138 x 60.7 mm 
Weight 0.51 kg 
*Capacitance 80% of initial value, ESR 200% of rated value 
                                                                                                               

For the reasons explained above (in this section), this work uses on-board 
supercapacitor storage instead of battery storage which was used in the previous works. 
Moreover, cost analysis is done in this study, it is not done in the two previous works 
(Mwambeleko and Kulworawanichpong, 2017) and (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 

 

2.6 Tram motion 
Tram motion can be expressed using Newton’s second law of motion 

and kinematic equations. Generally, when a tram moves from one station to 
the next, its speed profile consists of four parts namely i) accelerating or 
motoring, ii) constant speed or cruising, iii) coasting or freewheeling, and iv) 
braking as shown in Figure 2.4 (Mwambeleko, 2015) and (Mwambeleko and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2017). 
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Figure 2.4  General tram speed profile 
 

Normally, when a train starts moving, it accelerates with approximately 
constant acceleration, using constant (normally maximum) tractive effort to a speed 
called base speed basev . From the base speed to cruising (desired) speed cruisev  
tractive power is kept constant and tractive effort reduces (as it has to) inversely to 
speed until it balances resistance forces. To avoid slipping, the tractive effort is always 
limited to a certain maximum value, depending on the number of driving axels and 
the adhesion between the driving wheels and the track. Maximum tractive effort is 
also a function of train speed (Mwambeleko, 2015).  

When the tractive effort balances the forces opposing the motion, the train 
moves with a constant speed (zero acceleration) drawing constant tractive power, this 
is called cruising mode (Mwambeleko, 2015). 

As a technique to minimize tractive energy consumption, before brakes are 
applied, tractive power is cut off, and the train is left to move with its own kinetic 
energy, this is called coasting or freewheeling. The train speed starts decreasing on 
account of resistance to motion. Coasting has long been recognized as one of the 
techniques to save energy, though it increases interstation run time (Mwambeleko, 
2015). 

Finally, brakes are applied, and the train is brought to a stop. As with the 
tractive effort, braking effort is also limited to a maximum allowable value, which is 
also a function of train speed. Typical tractive effort, braking effort, and resistance force 
curves are as shown in Figure 2.5, data for these curves have been retrieved from 
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Rotem tram (using curve fitting), the same data will be used in this study (Mwambeleko, 
2015), (ITCgroup, 2014) and (Hyundai Rotem; Hyundai Motor Group, 2014). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Typical tractive effort, braking effort and resistance force curves 
 

Modern trains use regenerative braking to recapture train’s kinetic energy. Some 
trains just use rheostatic braking, where the braking energy is dissipated in a bank of 
resistors as heat. As opposed to friction braking dynamic braking (regenerative or 
rheostatic braking) has proven to minimize maintenance cost of the braking system 
(Mwambeleko, 2015)  

2.6.1 Tram longitudinal forces 
Tram longitudinal dynamics are due to five main forces, namely i) 

tractive effort force trtF ,  ii) gradient force gradF  iii) frictional drag force frdrF , iv) 
curvature resistance force curvF  and, v) acceleration resistance (or inertial) force accF

as shown in Figure 2.6 (Chymera and Goodman, 2014) and (Nicholson, 2014).  
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Figure 2.6 Forces affecting tram longitudinal dynamics 
 

i)  Tractive effort force. 
 Tractive effort force trtF  is the force applied to move (or brake) 

a tram. It is positive if it is applied to move the tram, and negative if it is applied to 
stop (oppose) the tram (Mwambeleko, Kulworawanichpong, and Greyson, 2015). 

ii)  Curvature resistance force. 
 Curvature resistance force curvF  is the force opposing tram 

motion as the tram goes through a curve (corner). The curvature resistance force is 
usually very small and thus, ignored (Yihui Wang, 2011), (Ahmadi, Dastfan, and Assili, 
2017). (Chymera and Goodman, 2014) and (Nicholson, 2014).  

iii) Frictional-drag Force. 
 Frictional-drag force frdrF  is the force opposing tram motion 

due to friction (axle bearing friction and wheel-track friction) and air drag. Wind (wind 
drag) may be in the same direction or in opposite direction to tram direction. In this 
work, however, wind effect is neglected. Normally, frictional-drag force (for a particular 
train) is given using Davis equation as expressed in Equation (2.6) (Nicholson, 2014). 
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Where, frdrF  is frictional drag force (kN),  A  and B  are coefficients for static friction 
(losses at the wheel-rail interface) and dynamic friction (axle bearing losses) 
respectively and, C  is aerodynamic drag coefficient (Nicholson, 2014). 

iv)  Gradient Force. 
 Gradient force gradF  is the force due to route gradient, 

therefore it can either be positive (opposing tram motion on uphill section) or negative 
(supporting tram motion on downhill section). With reference to Figure 2.6, gradient 
force is computed as expressed in Equation (2.7) (Chymera and Goodman, 2014) and 
(Nicholson, 2014). 

 

  
2 2

singradF mg
y

mg
y x

=


=
+ 

 (2.7) 

 
Where, gradF  is gradient force (N), m  is vehicle (tram) mass (kg), g  is gravitational 
acceleration (m/s2),   is gradient angle (radian), y  is change in vertical distance 
(altitude) (m), and x  is change in horizontal distance (m). 

For small route gradients, Equation (2.7) can be approximated to an 
easier to compute equation as expressed in Equation (2.8) (Mwambeleko and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2017). 

 

   
sin tangradF mg mg

y
mg

x

 = 





 (2.8) 

 
Where, gradF  is gradient force (N), m  is vehicle (tram) mass (kg), g  is gravitational 
acceleration (m/s2),   is gradient angle (radian), y  is change in vertical distance 
(altitude) (m), and x  is change in horizontal distance (m). 

v) Acceleration Force. 
 Acceleration force accF  is a result of forces imbalance between 

tractive effort force and the summation of other (motion-opposing) longitudinal forces. 
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It is, therefore, the force responsible for tram change of speed. It is expressed in 
Equation  (2.9) (Chymera and Goodman, 2014) and (Nicholson, 2014).  
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acc trt
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= −
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  (2.9) 

 
Where, gradF  is gradient force (N), trtF  is tractive effort force (N), R  is the sum of 
resistance forces (N), curvF  is curvature resistance force (N), frdrF  is frictional-drag force 
(N), and gradF  is gradient force (N). 

Acceleration force accF  as a function of tram’s speed-change 
(acceleration) is expressed in Equation (2.10) (Chymera and Goodman, 2014). 
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(2.10) 

 
Where, v  is change in tram speed (m/s), t  is change in time (s), effm  is effective 
tram mass (kg) to be explained later,   is tram acceleration (m/s2) and accF  is 
acceleration force (N). 

When a tram accelerates, the total mass m  ( )tare loadm m m= +  is 
accelerated linearly but the rotating parts such as motor rotors, gear sets, and wheel 
sets are also accelerated rotationally. It is usual to express this rotational inertia effect 
as an increase in tram mass expressed as a fraction of the tare weight of the train. 
Thus, tram effective mass effm  is given as eff tare loadm m m= +  Where,   is a rotary 
allowance, its value varies from 0.05 to 0.15 depending on the number of motored 
axles, the gear ratio, and the type of car construction. It is magnified by the gear-ratio 
squared (assuming motors are geared to rotate faster than the wheels, which is 
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normally the case). If the exact value is unknown, 0.01 is a reasonable assumption 
(Chymera and Goodman, 2014) and (Nicholson, 2014). 

2.6.2 Acceleration force during motoring 
As previously mentioned, during motoring, tractive effort force is 

applied to accelerate a tram to the desired cruising speed. There are three scenarios 
based on which tram acceleration force can be computed: - 

i) speed profile (speed or acceleration at each iteration) is known, 
ii) speed profile is not known; therefore, it has to be generated by 

providing proposed(requested) acceleration value and, 
iii) tractive effort is known, for example if the aim is to accelerate 

with maximum tractive effort. 
For these (the above) three scenarios, acceleration force is computed 

as expressed in Equation (2.11). 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
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t
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 (2.11) 

Where, accF  is acceleration force (N), effm  is tram effective mass (kg), a  is requested 
acceleration (m/s2), v  is speed (m/s), Dt  is change in time (s) from simulation step 
index i  to 1+i , trtF  is tractive effort force (N), curvF  is curvature resistance force (N), 

frdrF  is frictional drag force (N), gradF  is gradient force (N), and i  is simulation step 
index number. 

2.6.3 Tractive effort force during cruising 
Generally, during cruising the objective is to maintain speed, therefore 

acceleration force would be zero ( )0accF = . That is, tractive effort force trtF  is 
expressed as in Equation (2.12) (Mwambeleko, 2015) and (Mwambeleko and 
Kulworawanichpong, 2017). 
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( )

   0

acc trt curv frdr grad

acc

trt curv frdr grad

F F F F F

Letting F

F F F F

 = − + +


=


= + +

 (2.12) 

 
Where, accF  is acceleration force (kN), trtF  is tractive effort force (kN), curvF  is curvature 
resistance force (kN), frdrF  is frictional drag force, and gradF  is gradient force (kN). 

However, due to route profile (uphill), maximum tractive effort 
constraint, and maximum cruising power constraint, constant speed may not be 
achieved. That is, Equation (2.12) may not hold.  

The Equation (2.12) may also not hold on a downslope such that 
0curv frdr gradF F F+ +   and a tram is allowed to accelerate, or when tram speed is 

greater than cruising speed ( )cruisev v  due to a prior downslope. Consequently, 
acceleration force accF  may come into the scene and alter tram speed from the 
intended cruising speed, as depicted in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 Acceleration and speed limit during cruising. 
 

It may also be necessary to apply brakes during cruising on a downhill 
section with speed limit, or any other section with speed limit less than the cruising 
speed. In programming implementation, this can be handled by changing operation 
mode (not speed mode) from cruising mode to braking mode whenever brakes are 
applied. That is, whenever tractive effort force trtF  is less than zero ( 0).trtF   
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2.6.4 Tram forces during coasting 
During coasting tram tractive power is cut off. That is, tractive effort 

force is set to zero 0trtF = . Thus, the tram moves using its own momentum (kinetic 
energy) (Mwambeleko, Kulworawanichpong, and Greyson, 2015). Normally, coasting 
takes place on a flat or a downhill route section. However, in a simulation, if the “tram 
mover” algorithm (simulator) has no knowledge of the route profile ahead, coasting 
may also take place on an uphill section. 

Acceleration force during coasting is expressed in Equation (2.13). It is 
clear from the Equation (2.13) that even if there is no tractive effort, if gradient force 
is negative (down slope), a tram may accelerate (positive acceleration force). 

 

 
( )

( )

( )

  0

acc trt curv frdr grad

trt trt

acc curv frdr grad

F F F F F

Offsetting F F

F F F F


= − + +


=


 = − + +


 (2.13) 

 
Where, accF  is acceleration force (kN), trtF  is tractive effort force (kN), curvF  is curvature 
resistance force (kN), frdrF  is frictional drag force, and gradF  is gradient force (kN). 

Though rare, two abnormal scenarios may happen (need to be taken 
care of) during coasting, namely, i) acceleration and ii) stalling. 

i)  Acceleration and speed limitation during coasting: - 
 Acceleration, and eventually overspeeding may occur due to 

high and/or prolonged negative gradient (long section with steep downslope). Tram 
maximum speed in this study is set to 70 kph, which is the vehicle maximum speed. 
Therefore, during coasting on downhill sections, brakes may be applied to reinforce 
speed limit as illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8  Acceleration and speed limit during coasting. 

 
It might be worth mentioning that, when brakes are applied, the braking 

force appears as negative tractive effort trtF− . 
Force balance and tractive effort (braking) force equation during 

coasting with brakes applied to limit tram speed is expressed in Equation (2.14). 
 

 

( )

( )     0

acc trt curv frdr grad

acc acc

trt curv frdr grad

F F F F F

Applying brakes to offset F F

F F F F

 = − + +



=

 = + +

 (2.14) 

 
Where, accF  is acceleration force (kN), trtF  is tractive effort force (kN), curvF  is curvature 
resistance force (kN), frdrF  is frictional drag force, and gradF  is gradient force (kN). 

ii)  Stalling during coasting: - 
 Stalling may happen due to prolonged coasting on flat or uphill 

sections, that is, sections where gradient is greater than or equal to zero ( 0gradF  ). 
In this work, whenever tram speed is less than or equal to zero ( 0v  ), away from 
stopping station, then the tram is considered to have entered stalling mode, and the 
simulation (trip) is aborted (considered invalid). It is essential therefore, during speed 
profile generation, to make sure stalling during coasting is avoided. This is done by 
choosing acceptable coasting points for every interstation section ( ( )coastingPoint k ). 
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2.6.5 Tram forces during braking 
During braking speed mode, brakes are applied such that a tram will 

stop smoothly at a stopping station. That is tram speed decreases gradually. Force 
equation during tram braking is similar to the force equation during acceleration with 
braking force appearing as negative tractive effort. If speed profile is not known, one 
technique to calculate braking acceleration is to use critical braking distance as 
expressed in Equation (2.15) (Chymera and Goodman, 2014). 
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2 brcr

acc eff

trt acc curv frdr grad

v
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 −
 =




=

 = + + +

 
(2.15) 

 
Where,   is acceleration (m/s2), v  is speed (m/s) and, brcrs  is critical braking distance 
(m). That is, from speed v , tram speed has to decrease to zero after covering the 
distance brcrs . 

2.6.6 Tram power demand 
Given tractive effort force and speed, tram power demand is calculated 

as a sum of auxiliary power demand axP  and tractive power demand trtP  which is the 
product of tractive effort force and speed as expressed in Equation (2.16) (Chymera 
and Goodman, 2014) and (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 
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(2.16) 

 
Where, 

dmP  is tram power demand (kW), axP  is tram auxiliary power demand (kW), trtF  
is tractive effort force (kN), v  is tram speed (m.s-1), gminv  is minimum regenerative 
braking speed, and trt  is traction system efficiency, it is a product of traction motor 
driver (converter) efficiency c , gearbox efficiency g , and traction motor efficiency 

m . That is, trt c g m   = . 

 



 

 

 

 

 
CHAPTER III 

TRAM SYSTEM MODEL 
 

3.1  Introduction 
This chapter presents tram systems models used in the study. The models 

comprise four main components, namely i) supercapacitor bank model, ii) contact line 
model, iii) tram movement model and, iv) power dispatch strategy, as presented in  

Figure 3.1.  It is worth noting that, for a conventional on-board supercapacitor 
powered tram system, the contact line is just a charging bar (where a tram stops for 
charging), whereas, for the proposed tram system, it is an accelerating contact line 
(ACL).  

 

Tram system model

Tram movement 

model

Supercapacitor bank 

model

Contact line model

Power dispatch strategy

 
 

Figure 3.1 Tram system model 
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3.2  Capacitor bank model 
A capacitor bank is a series-parallel combination of capacitor modules as 

explained in chapter II. Therefore, in this study a capacitor bank (CapBank) class is a 
subclass of a capacitor module (CapModule) class. A capacitor bank is modeled as a 
voltage source in series with a constant internal resistance as shown in  Figure 3.2 
(Cheng, Wang, Wei, Lin, and Jia, 2018). It’s open-circuit voltage is a function of its state 
of energy as explained in chapter II 

 

rcb

Vcb

Icb

Vcbo

+

−

 
 

Figure 3.2  Capacitor bank circuit model 
 

3.2.1 Capacitor module constructor 
The CapModule constructor can take one to three inputs, which are i) 

capacitor module data, ii) capacitor module SOE (optional), and iii) a boolean value 
“setForSim” (optional), i.e., set the object for simulation. Capacitor module data are 
obtained from manufacturer’s datasheet. A Maxwell 125V, 63F supercapacitor module 
was used in the study (Maxwell Technologies, 2021). 

If capacitor module SOE is given, initial capacitor module voltage initial
cbV  

is computed using Equation (3.1) (Wang, Guo, Xu, Wu, and Lin, 2019). 
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 (3.1) 

 
Where, cb , cboV , fc

cbV , and initial
cbV  are capacitor bank’s SOE, no-load (open-circuit) 

voltage (V), full-charge voltage (V), and initial voltage (V), respectively 
If “setForSim” is given as true, storage for power (“powerArray”), current 

(“currentArray”), SOE (“soeArray”) and voltage (“voltageArray”) will be initiated. 
3.2.2 Charge-discharge method 

A capacitor module (CapModule) class has a chargeDischarge method, 
which needs one input, power at capacitor bank terminals. Briefly, the method does 
the following: - 

a) checks if the given power is not beyond maximum power 
capability, 

b) computes current using instance voltage value, 
c) checks if the computed current is not beyond maximum current 

capability, 
d) computes change in stored energy using power, current, and 

internal resistance,  
e) computes the next SoE, and checks if it ranges from 0 to 1, 

inclusively, 
f) updates array variables, i.e., powerArray, currentArray, soeArray, 

and voltageArray, and 
g) updates state variables, i.e., soe and voltage 
Key expressions/equations encapsulated in the chargeDischarge 

method of the CapModule class are expressed in Equation (3.2) (Wang, Yang, and Li, 
2018), (Cheng, Wang, Wei, Lin, and Jia, 2018) and (Wang, Guo, Xu, Wu, and Lin, 2019) 
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Where, I  is current (A), P  is power (W), V is voltage (V), e  is change in energy (Watt-
hour), cbr  is internal resistance (Ohms), t  is simulation time step (sec), sh  is a factor 
used to convert seconds into hours, cb  is energy storage capacity (Watt-hour), cboV  is 
open-circuit voltage, and cbV  is terminal voltage (V). 

The value for simulation time step t  was set to 0.5. Through trials, it 
was found to suffice. The smaller the value, the more accurate is the model, and the 
more computational expensive it is. 

3.2.3 Capacitor bank constructor 
A capacitor bank object is instantiated with four inputs, i) capacitor 

module data, ii) number of (capacitor) modules in series nms ( msn ), iii) number of 
parallel strings nps psn , and iv) simulation data simData, which is a structure. The 
simData contains three fields, i) SOE (i.e., initial SOE), ii) capacitor bank converter 
minimum voltage limit, and iii) capacitor bank converter maximum voltage limit. 

In the CapBank constructor, the first statement is a call to CapModule 
constructor, passing to it capacitor module data, initial SOE, and true (setForSim). Then 
values for properties inherited from CapModule class such as capacitance, full charge 
voltage, initial voltage, internal resistance, energy storage capacity, and mass are 
modified/computed accordingly.  

3.2.4 Capacitor bank other methods 
Other CapBank class methods include: - 
a) updateState, which checks for voltage limits and then calls 

chargeDischarge method of the CapModule class. The input to the 
method is power at capacitor bank terminals, 
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b) getPowerToFullCharge, which computes power to fully charge the 
capacitor bank. The input to the method is time. That is, time to 
fully charge the capacitor bank, and 

c) guiCapBankSimData, which displays capacitor bank and capacitor 
module simulation data in a GUI. 

For more information on the capacitor bank model see the appendices 
section. 

 

3.3 Sizing capacitor bank 
A capacitor bank has to meet (be able to deliver) the required energy for a 

tram to move from one station (charging point) to the next without violating its 
minimum voltage limit constraint min

cbV . As previously mentioned, capacitor bank 
minimum voltage limit constraint dictates capacitor bank minimum SOE constrain min

cb

. Given a capacitor bank with enough (needed) energy storage capacity cb , 
capacitor bank current (power) capability is normally not a threat to supercapacitors 
since they have high power density. However, should power demanded from a 
capacitor bank exceed what a capacitor bank can deliver, then tram tractive effort is 
reduced. 

3.3.1 Capacitor bank energy target 
A capacitor bank is sized targeting capacitor bank energy target cbtgE  as 

expressed in Equation  (3.3). 
 

  
( )

( ) ( 1) ( )

1.25max ( | ) , ,

cb cb sh cb

cbtg cb k

E i E i P i t

E E i i k

 = − + 




= 

  (3.3) 

 
Where, cbdmE  is energy demanded from a capacitor bank, i  is simulation step counter 
(index), k  is interstation section counter (index), sh  is a constant used to convert 
seconds to hours, t  is simulation time step (s), cbP is power from capacitor bank (kW), 
which is obtained from power dispatcher, explained later in the chapter. A factor of 
1.25 is added to the equation to account for losses in capacitor bank due to internal 
resistance. 
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In Equation  (3.3), it is important to notice that capacitor bank energy 
target 

cbtgE  is a function of energy from a capacitor bank at each iteration for all 
interstation sections and not net energy from a capacitor bank for each interstation 
section. This avoids (what could have been wrong) the reduction in capacitor bank 
energy target due to regenerative braking. 

The capacitor bank energy target cbtgE  is determined by simulating a 
tram movement down to just a level of power dispatcher. That is, down to only a 
level of power from contact line clP  and power from capacitor bank cbP  without 
calculating currents, voltages, and capacitor bank SOE. Power dispatcher and tram 
movement simulator are explained later in this chapter. 

3.3.2 Energy target to capacitor bank size 
Knowing capacitor bank energy target cbtgE , procedure to size capacitor 

bank is as follows: -  
i) Start with one array of capacitors connected in series ( 1psn = ) 

such that capacitor bank voltage is just above the minimum 
voltage limit, 

ii) Keep increasing number of parallel strings ( 2,3,...psn = ) until 
capacitor bank size meets energy target, 

iii) Record number of capacitor modules in series cmsn , number of 
parallel strings psn , and total number of capacitor modules 

cm cms psn n n=   
iv) Reset number of parallel strings to 1 ( 1psn = ),  
v) Add one capacitor module in series,  
vi) While capacitor bank voltage is less than maximum voltage limit, 

go to step ii) else go to step vii), 
vii) Take the option with minimum number of capacitor modules. 
Capacitor bank sizing algorithm is presented in Table 3.1. It is an 

exhaustive search algorithm. 
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Table 3.1 Capacitor bank sizing algorithm 
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In this study, nominal system voltage is taken as 750 V DC, and system 
(capacitor bank DC-DC converter) voltage window is taken as 100% to 70% of the full 
charge voltage. Therefore, minimum capacitor bank SOE is 50%. Thus, the converter 
for a cap_Tram may be different from that of a cap_ACL_Tram. 

3.3.3 Capacitor bank mass question/effect 
As aforementioned, capacitor bank energy target is obtained by 

simulating tram movement down to just power dispatcher. The challenge/question is, 
what will be total tram weight (not knowing capacitor bank weight)? Estimating 
capacitor bank weight may not be a good idea. If it is overestimated, it may increase 
tram tractive energy consumption which in turn may require addition of several 
capacitors. 

When a capacitor bank is not just one string (which is normally the case), 
but several parallel strings, addition to capacitor bank size (due to increased weight) is 
not just adding a single capacitor module, but several of them. That is, adding a 
capacitor module to every string, or adding a new string of capacitor modules. 

To address this challenge (the challenge explained above), the initial 
capacitor bank weight is set to zero. That is, initially, tram weight does not include 
capacitor bank weight. The process to find capacitor bank energy target cbtgE  becomes 
an iterative process as shown in Figure 3.3 That is, if the capacitor bank energy target 

cbtgE  results to a capacitor bank size that does not satisfy minimum capacitor bank 
voltage (or state of energy), mass of the obtained(sized) capacitor bank is added to 
tram mass, and the process is repeated.  
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Start

End

Simulate Tram movement down to just power dispatcher

(Run tramove_Power_Dispatcher)

Find capacitor bank energy target  Ecbtg

Size capacitor bank

Test : Simulate Tram movement with capacitor bank

(Run tramove_Test_capBank)

Does capacitor bank violates 

minimum SoC (or voltage) limit ?

Add capacitor bank 

mass to tram mass 

YES

NO

 
 

Figure 3.3  Flowchart of an iterative process to find capacitor bank energy target. 
 

3.4 Contact line model 
Contact line supply system comprises a substation (stepdown transformer, 

diode rectifier, and unidirectional converter), feeder line, and return rails (running rails 
are used as return rails). It is modelled as a constant voltage source in series with a 
constant resistance (substation resistance) and varying resistances (contact line 
resistance and running rails resistance) as shown in Figure 3.4  (Xiao, Sun, Wang, Zhu, 
and Feng, 2018). 
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Figure 3.4 Contact line model 
 

A contact line means an ACL for the proposed cap-ACL-Tram system and, a 
charging bar for a conventional supercapacitor tram (cap-Tram) system. Since there is 
a substation at every stopping station, in case of the cap-ACL-Tram system, tram 
distance from a previous stopping station is considered the same to tram distance from 
a feeding substation. 

3.4.1 Contact line constructor 
A contact line class has default properties’ values. Thus, a contact line 

constructor can take zero to four inputs which are: - i) contact line data, if it is empty 
default values are used, ii) contact line length, iii) contact line clearance, and iv) a 
boolean value “setForSim” (optional).  

If “setForSim” is given as true, storage for power (“powerArray”), current 
(“currentArray”), and voltage (“voltageArray”) will be initiated. 

3.4.2 Update state method 
One of the methods of the contact line (Line) class is updateState 

method, which needs two inputs, power demand and distance from substation 
(position where power is demanded). Briefly, the method does the following: - 

a) computes current using instance voltage value, 
b) computes line resistance to the point of contact, and 
c) computes voltage at a point where power is demanded (point of 

contact between tram current collector and the line). 
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Equations encapsulated in the updateState method are expressed in 
Equation (3.4) (Xiao, Sun, Wang, Zhu, and Feng, 2018). 
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 (3.4) 

 
Where, clI  is contact line current (A), clP  is contact line power (W) at point of contact 
with tram current collector, clV  is contact line voltage at point of contact with tram 
current collector, sboV  is contact line (substation) no-load voltage (V), sbr  is substation 
resistance (Ω), mclr  is contact line resistance per meter (Ω.m-1), and sbs  is tram distance 
from a feeding substation (m). 

For more information on contact line model the read is referred to the 
appendices section.  

 
3.5 Contact line length 

The length of an ACL for a given interstation section depends on the distance 
(from a stopping station) a tram covers to reach desired (cruising) speed, as illustrated 
in Figure 3.5  In the study, cruising speed was set to 50 kph, resulting to the ACL length 
of 150 m (approximately) of which 6 m is the total clearance, for all sections. 
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Figure 3.5  Accelerating contact line length, a) description b) computing function 

 

3.6  Tram movement model 
A tram is modeled as a point mass (a typical tram is not very long), and tram 

motion is modeled using effect-cause approach. A summary of a general tram move 
algorithm is given in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 Tram movement algorithm 

Tram move algorithm 

_

Load tram simulation data

Load route data

Load capacitor bank simulation data

Load contact line data

Initiate simulation results storage (interstation storage and trip storage)

start for loop : interstation

_

                         trt

trt

F

F

 index = starting index to stopping index

start while loop  : distance to next stop > 0

Determine speed mode 

Compute tractive effort force and acceleration

If   is outside 

trtF

of  boundary 

                            set  to boundary value

                            recalculate acceleration

                        end_if

Compute tractive power demand

Dispatch power

Update ca

_

_

pacitor bank state (call capacitor bank model)

Update contact line state (call contact line model)

Update tram position

Store interstation results

end while loop

Enter dwell mode

end for loop

 

 
3.6.1 Tram speed modes 

A tram has five speed modes namely i) accelerating speed mode, ii) 
cruising speed mode, iii) coasting speed mode, iv) braking speed mode, and v) dwelling 
speed mode. For programming purpose, these speed modes have enumerated integer 
values ranging from 1 to 5 as shown in Figure 3.6 and expressed in Equation (3.5). 
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Figure 3.6  Tram speed modes. 
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Where, cruisev  is cruising speed (set to 50 kph in this study, k ), k  is an integer 
representing an interstation section, its value ranges from 1 to 1stnn − , where stnn  is 
total number of stations in a given route, trss  is distance travelled from a previous 
station, coasts  is coasting point (a distance after which tram speed mode should change 
to coasting),  brakes  is braking point (a distance after which tram speed mode should 
change to braking), and s tns  is an interstation distance (distance between two adjacent 
stations). 

Tram speed modes as defined in Equation  (3.5) and explained in 
Chapter II (2.3 Tram motion), and tram tractive effort curves as shown in Figure 3.7 
(reproduced here just for convenience) also shown in Chapter II (2.3 Tram motion) are 
the ones used to generate speed profiles used in the study (see Chapter IV, section 
4.2: Route and speed profile details). 
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Figure 3.7  Tram tractive effort, braking effort, and running resistance curves. 
 

There is a distinction between tram speed mode and tram operation 
mode. For example, brakes may be applied during cruising speed mode or coasting 
speed mode (to reinforce speed limit). The application of brakes is tram operation 
mode, it does not change tram speed mode from cruising speed mode or coasting 
speed mode to braking speed mode. Tram speed modes are exactly as defined in 
Equation  (3.5). 

3.6.2 Speed profile generation 
As mentioned in Chapter I (Section 1.7 Scope and limitation of the 

study) detailed speed profile generation is out of scope of the study. However, it is 
important (for a cap-ACL-Tram system) that, the tram accelerates with high 
acceleration when it is on ACL section (power mode ACL) so that it reaches the desired 
(cruising) speed within a short (available) ACL. Briefly, speed profile is generated as 
follows: - 

i) Speed profile generation, acceleration speed mode ( 1modev = ) 
In acceleration speed mode 1modev =  a tram accelerates using 

allowable maximum tractive effort. Therefore, tram acceleration   and consequently 
speed v , are determined as expressed in Equation (3.6) (Chymera and Goodman, 
2014), (Nicholson, 2014), and Mwambeleko, Kulworawanichpong, and Greyson, 2015). 

Base speed 
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 (3.6) 

 
Where, trtF  is tractive effort force (N), max

trtF  is maximum tractive effort (N), v  is speed 
(m/s), basev  is base speed (m/s), accF  is acceleration force (N), curvF  is curvature 
resistance force (N), frdrF  is frictional drag force (N), gradF  is gradient force (N), a  is 
acceleration (m/s2), effm  is tram effective mass (kg), Dt  is change in time (s) from 
simulation step index i  to 1+i , and i  is simulation step index number. 

As previously mentioned, the allowable maximum tractive effort is a 
function of tram speed as shown in Figure 3.7 For more details about Equation (3.6) 
refer to Chapter II (Section 2.6: Tram motion). 

ii)  Speed profile generation, cruising speed mode ( 2modev = ) 
 In cruising speed mode ( 2modev = ), the objective is to balance 

tractive effort with the motion opposing forces so as to maintain speed (to set 
acceleration force accF  to zero). However, speed may not be maintained for reasons 
explained in Chapter II (Section 2.6: Tram motion). If no constrain is violated, tram 
acceleration   and consequently speed v  are determined as expressed in Equation   
(3.7). 
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Where, accF  is acceleration force (N), trtF  is tractive effort force (N), , curvF  is curvature 
resistance force (N), frdrF  is frictional drag force (N), gradF  is gradient force (N), a  is 
acceleration (m/s2), v  is speed (m/s), Dt  is change in time (s) from simulation step 
index i  to 1+i , and i  is simulation step index number. 

If tram tractive effort force trtF  is violated, then acceleration   and speed v  
are determined using Equation (3.6). If capacitor bank power cbP  or current cbI  is 
violated, the corresponding is fixed to its maximum limit, and a backward process is 
done to recalculate (reduce) tractive effort trtF . 

iii)  Speed profile generation, coasting speed mode 
 In coasting speed mode 3modev = , tractive effort is set to zero, 

and tram speed is expected to be decreasing gradually, as explained in Chapter II. 
Again, the same Equation (3.6) is used to generate speed profile. Coasting point 

distance per unit, that is, ( )

( )

coast

stn

k

k

s

s
 is a random number between 0.5 and 0.6. 

Through several trials the range was found to suffice. 
iv)  Speed profile generation, braking speed mode 
 In braking speed mode 4modev = , critical braking distance is used 

to determined braking acceleration (deceleration), and then braking effort is calculated 
as expressed in Equation (3.8). If calculated braking effort is greater than allowable 
maximum braking effort, the braking effort will be set to maximum, and deceleration 
(negative acceleration) will be re-calculated (Chymera and Goodman, 2014).. 
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 (3.8) 

 
Where, a  is acceleration (m/s2), v  is tram speed (m/s), s tns  is interstation distance (m), 
k  is interstation section index number, trss  is interstation travelled distance (m) accF  
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is acceleration force (N), m  is tram total mass (kg),   is a unitless rotary allowance, 

tarem  is tram tare mass (kg), trtF  is tractive effort force (N), , curvF  is curvature resistance 
force (N), frdrF  is frictional drag force (N), gradF  is gradient force (N), Dt  is change in 
time (s) from simulation step index i  to 1+i , and i  is simulation step index number. 

For more details about Equation (3.8), the reader is referred to Chapter 
II (Section 2.6: Tram motion) 

Since it is not known beforehand (although it could have been set) at 
what speed will the tram start braking, braking point distance per unit, that is, 

( )

( )

brake

stn

k

k

s

s
 is a random number varying between 0.8 and 0.9. Through several trials 

the range was found to suffice. 
v) Peek view of a speed profile example 
A peek view of a speed profile example is shown in Table 3.3, the 

header line starts with a % symbol because the same data is saved in text file (.txt 
format), and it is from the text file where the data will be later retrieved, the % symbol 
is used for a line comment in MATLAB language, hence it is used so as to ignored the 
header line when the file contents are (read) retrieved starting from the very top. 

The speed profile was generated using tractive effort curves shown in 
Figure 3.7 It is shown in Table 3.3 that the tram accelerates with the maximum 
allowable tractive effort, as the tram approaches cruising speed (13.3 m/s (approx. 48 
kph)) the maximum allowable tractive effort is about 30.5 kN, see line 39 of Table 3.3. 
The value of the tractive effort (at 48 kph) can be roughly confirmed from the tractive 
effort curves in Figure 3.7 Interestingly (as aforementioned), in cruising mode, when 
speed is maintained at approx. 48 kph, tractive effort needed is just to counterbalance 
motion opposing forces, the tractive effort drops dramatically to only about 3.2 kN, 
see line 40 to line 44 of Table 3.3 
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Table 3.3 A peek view of tram speed profile 

 
 
3.6.3 Tram power and energy demand 

General tram power flow diagram is shown in  
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Figure 3.8Figure 3.8 It consists of two main parts, ii) power supply 
section which is on-board supercapacitor bank and contact line, and load section 
which is tram auxiliary load and tractive load. This illustrates that, when supercapacitor 
bank is being charged (for example during dwell time) power to charge the 
supercapacitor             bank is not considered as tram power demand (Mwambeleko, 
Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 2020)  
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Figure 3.8  Tram general power flow diagram. 
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Tram power demand is computed following diagram shown in Figure 
3.9, using bottom-up (effect-cause) approach. 
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Figure 3.9  Tram power demand diagram. 
 

Given acceptable tractive effort force trtF , tram tractive power demand 
is computed using Equation (3.9) (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 
2020) and (Chymera and Goodman, 2014). 
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 (3.9) 

Where, 
trP  is tram traction power demand (kW), trtF  is tractive effort force (kN), v  is 

tram speed (m/s), gminv is minimum regenerative braking speed, and trt  is traction 
system efficiency, it is a product of traction motor driver (converter) efficiency c , 
gearbox efficiency g , and traction motor efficiency 

m . That is, trt c g m   = . 
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Tram total power demand 
dmP  is thus a sum of tram auxiliary power 

demand 
axP  and traction power demand 

trP  as expressed in Equation (3.10) 
(Mwambeleko, Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 2020). 

 ( ) ( )dm ax trP P Pi i= +  (3.10) 
   

Where, 
dmP  is total tram power demand (kW), 

axP  is auxiliary (average) power demand 
(kW),

trP  is tram traction power demand (kW), and i  is simulation index number 
(counter) 

Net energy consumption between consecutive stations stnE  is 
computed using Equation (3.11) (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 
2020) and (Chymera and Goodman, 2014). 

 
( )

0

( )
stnt T k

sh dm

t

stnE k P t
=

=

=   (3.11) 

   
Where, stnE  is net energy consumption between consecutive stations (kWh), 

stnT  is 
interstation travel time (s), t  is simulation time step, and 

sh  is a constant used to 
convert energy from watt-second to watt-hour. 

Total energy consumption on a route section k  is a sum of tram’s net 
energy consumption between consecutive stations and energy consumption during 
dwell time 

dwt  (s). It is computed using Equation (3.12). Dwell time in this study is 30 
seconds (Mwambeleko, Hayasaka and Kulworawanichpong, 2020) and (Chymera and 
Goodman, 2014). 

 

 
0

( ) ( )
dwt t

sh ax

t

stnd stnE k E k p t
=

=

= +   (3.12) 

 
Where, stndE  is a sum of energy consumption between consecutive stations and energy 
consumption during dwell (kWh), stnE  is net energy consumption between consecutive 
stations (kWh), and axP  is auxiliary (average) power demand (kW). 
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3.7 Power dispatcher 
In this study, a contact line is assumed to be fed by a diode rectifier, 

unidirectional converter, substation. Thus, energy (such as regenerative braking energy) 
cannot be sent back to the substation. Moreover, when a tram is braking (to stop at a 
station), it will not be on a section that has a contact line. Therefore, regenerative 
energy is stored in the OBESD (the capacitor bank in this case) of the same tram. If 
regenerative energy/power is more than what the capacitor bank can take, the extra is 
wasted as heat in the braking resistor bank. 

Power dispatcher is used to dispatch tram power demand 
dmP  to capacitor 

bank and contact line, given tram position from supplying substation 
sbs , and 

accelerating contact line length on a given section ( )aclL k  as shown in Figure 3.10. 

Pdm

=

=

Pdm(i)

k

ssb(i)

Lacl(k)

Pcl(i)

Pcb(i)

Pcb

Pcl

 
 

Figure 3.10 Power dispatcher inputs and outputs 
 

A power dispatcher used in this study operates in three modes, namely i) power 
mode dwell (PM-Dwell), ii) power mode ACL (PM-ACL) and, iii) power mode 
autonomous (PM-Autonomous) as shown in Figure 3.11 and summarized in Table 3.4. 
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a) Power modes for a cap-ACL-Tram system

b) Power modes for a cap-Tram system

PM-Dwell:  
            Dwelling.

            Charging capacitor bank.

PM-Autonomous:  
            Moving.

            Drawing power from OCB.

PM-ACL:  
            Accelerating.

            Drawing power from ACL.

PM-Dwell:  
            Dwelling.

            Charging capacitor bank.

PM-Autonomous:  
            Moving.

            Drawing power from OCB.

 
 

Figure 3.11 Power dispatcher modes a) cap-ACL-Tram system b) cap-Tram system  
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Table 3.4 Power dispatcher modes summary 

Power mode Description 

PM-Dwell 

A tram is dwelling (stopped at a station, passengers are 
boarding and deboarding). Power from contact line is used to 
charge on-board capacitor bank and supply tram auxiliary load. 

PM-ACL 

A tram is leaving its current station (accelerating to the next 
station) drawing power from accelerating contact line (ACL). 
Capacitor bank is neither charged nor discharged.  

PM-Autonomous 
A tram does not have access to ACL power, it draws all its 
power demand from the on-board capacitor bank. 

                                                                            
3.7.1 Power mode dwell 

In power mode dwell (PM-Dwell), a tram is dwelling (stopped at a 
station, for passengers to deboard and board). Power from contact line is used to 
charge on-board capacitor bank and supply tram auxiliary load as shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12 Power flow in PM-Dwell 
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The capacitor bank is charged at a constant power 
cbP , which is a 

function of its state of charge (SoC) when a tram arrives at a station arv
cb , its energy 

storage capacity cb , and dwell time 
dwt . The objective is to avoid unnecessary high 

charging current, but rather utilize the entire dwell time to full charge the capacitor 
bank (or charge the capacitor bank such that it has enough energy to get to the next 

station). That is 
cbP , is such that ( )

0

1

dwt t

arv
cb cb cb hs

t

P t  

=



=

=  − . Power equation during PM-

Dwell is expressed in Equation (3.13). 
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cb
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P
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− −

=

  
 

 
 





= +


 (3.13) 

 
Where, axP  is tram auxiliary power demand (kW), cbP is power at capacitor bank 
terminal (injected power in this case) (kW), clP  is power at a point of contact between 
tram power collector and contact line (kW), c  is converter efficiency (a converter 
linking contact line and capacitor bank in this case), 

dwt is dwell time (s), arv

cb  is 
capacitor bank SoC as the tram arrives at a station (a unitless parameter ranging from 
0 to 1), 

cb  is capacitor bank storage capacity (kWh), and hs  is a constant used to 
convert hour to seconds, its value is 3600.  

A factor of 1.25 is added in Equation (3.13) to account for energy loss 
due to capacitor bank internal resistance, and the negative sign implies energy is 
injected into a capacitor bank. 

3.7.2 Power mode ACL 
Power mode ACL (PM-ACL) is only applicable for a supercapacitor and 

ACL hybrid tram (cap-ACL-Tram) system. In PM-ACL a tram is leaving its current station, 
it is accelerating going to the next station, drawing power from ACL (a tram is within 
ACL section).  
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It is not necessary to charge capacitor bank during acceleration, since 
supercapacitors can be charged very fast, normally dwell time is more than enough to 
fully charge a supercapacitor bank.  Therefore, in PM-ACL, capacitor bank is 
disconnected, it is neither charged nor discharged for i) simplicity, and ii) not to 
overload ACL.  Power flow in PM-ACL is shown in Figure 3.13.  
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Figure 3.13 Power flow in PM-ACL (applicable only for a cap-ACL-Tram) 
 

Capacitor bank and ACL power equation for a cap-ACL-Tram during PM2 
is expressed in Equation (3.13). 
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 (3.14) 

Where, cbP  is power at capacitor bank terminal (kW), 
clP  is power at a point of contact 

between tram power collector and contact line (kW), axP  is tram auxiliary power 
demand, and 

trP is tram tractive power demand (kW). 
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Power mode ACL (PM-ACL) corresponds to speed mode 1 ( 1modev = ). 
Brakes are never applied in PM-ACL, if speed reaches cruising speed, then speed mode 
will change and so will power mode. That is why capacitor bank power is zero 
(constant) 0cbP = . 

3.7.3 Power mode autonomous 
In power mode autonomous (PM-Autonomous), a tram is moving 

powered solely by on-board supercapacitor bank (it has no access to ACL) as shown 
in Figure 3.14, power from contact line is zero. 
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Figure 3.14 Powers flows in PM-Autonomous. 
 

Capacitor bank and ACL power equation during PM-Autonomous is 
expressed in Equation (3.13). 
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 (3.15) 

Where, 
clP  is power at a point of contact between tram power collector and contact 

line (kW), cbP  is power at capacitor bank terminal (kW), axP  is tram auxiliary power 
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demand (kW), 
trP  is tram tractive power demand (kW), and 

c  is a general voltage 
converter efficiency (a converter linking contact line and capacitor bank) 
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CHAPTER IV 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1  Introduction 
A tram that is powered solely by supercapacitors is also known as a cap-Tram, 

and the proposed tram system (a supercapacitor – ACL hybrid tram) is also known as 
cap-ACL-Tram. For both tram systems (cap-Tram system and cap-ACL-Tram system), 
performance evaluation was done using simulation. The simulation was implemented 
using MATLAB M-files. In this chapter, the following are presented: - 

i. data used in tram movement simulation and evaluation (that is, the 
tram systems, route, and speed profile), 

ii. simulation results for both tram systems, and  
iii. discussion on-board capacitor bank reduction, effect of gradient, and 

significance of the ACLs.  
 

4.2 Route and speed profile 
As previously mentioned, the on-board capacitor bank is fully charged at every 

stopping station. Thus, total route distance is insignificant, but route interstation 
sections are. That is, as long as a tram can travel from one station to the next for all 
interstation sections, it can theoretically, complete any route distance. A route can 
therefore be abstracted by just a single interstation section that has the highest energy 
(power) demand. It can be recalled that, since supercapacitors have high power 
density, maximum power demand is normally not a problem given a capacitor bank 
that meets energy demand. For this reason, an imaginary route shown in Figure 4.1 is 
carefully chosen to be used in the study. The route is 12 km long with nine (9) stopping 
stations. As presented in Table 4.1 each interstation section has elevation trajectory 
that is of interest for the study. 
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Figure 4.1 Tram route used in the study a) route profile, b) gradient. 
 

Table 4.1 Route sections’ elevation trajectory of interest for the study 

Section Elevation trajectory 

S1 – S2 Fairly flat 
S2 – S3 Fairly flat and down slope 
S3 – S4 A short uphill, then long downhill 
S4 – S6 Rough sections, up and down slopes. 
S6 – S7 A long uphill, then short downhill (mirroring section S3 – S4) 
S7 – S8 A long fairly flat, then uphill (mirroring section S2 – S3)  
S8 – S9 Fairly flat (mirroring section S1 – S2) 

 
The source (originality) of the route shown in Figure 4.1 is a non-electrified 

Karasuyama line in Japan. It has been modified to fit the purpose of this study (Shiraki, 
Tokito, and Yokozutsumi, 2015). 

As previously mentioned, total route distance is insignificant, but interstation 
distance is. The route shown in Figure 4.1 Figure  4.1 could be represented by only a 
single section (S6 – S7, in this case), in a sense, the route’s eight (8) sections represent 
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eight (8) routes where each section is the highest energy demand in the respective 
route. For the comparison purpose, both trams used similar speed profiles as shown 
in Figure 4.2 The speed profiles are generated as explained in chapter III  

 

 
 

Figure 4.2 Trams’ speed profile used in the study. 
 

4.3 Results for a cap-Tram 
Inputs of the cap-Tram as echoed back by the simulator are shown in Figure 

4.3 and Figure 4.4  respectively. 
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Figure 4.3 Capacitor bank echoed input for a cap-Tram 
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Figure 4.4 Tram echoed input for a cap-Tram 
 

Simulation results for a cap-Tram are shown in Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.8, 
and results summary is presented in Table 4.2. Tractive effort and speed profiles are 
shown in Figure 4.5 . Tram power demand  , power from contact line (charging bar)   
and power from capacitor bank  profiles are shown in Figure 4.6. Capacitor bank SOE  
, capacitor bank voltage, and capacitor bank current profiles are shown in Figure 4.7. 
Distance covered (travelled), net energy consumption, and capacitor bank SOE 
simulation results for a cap-Tram are shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.5 Tractive effort and speed profile results for a cap-Tram 
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Figure 4.6 Power demand, power from contact line (charging bar), and power from 
capacitor bank results for a cap-Tram. 
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Figure 4.7 Capacitor bank SOE, voltage, and current results for a cap-Tram 
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Figure 4.8  Distance travelled, net energy consumption, and capacitor bank SOE results 
for a cap-Tram. 

 
Table 4.2 Simulation results summary for cap-Tram 

Section stnS   
[m] 

trv
stnS  

 [m] 
stnT  

[sec] 
stndT   

[sec] 
stnE  

[kWh] 
stndE   

[kWh] 

trv
clE   

[kWh] 

trv
cbE   

[kWh] 

dw
clE   

[kWh] 

dw
cbE   

[kWh] 

arv
cb  

[%] 
dep
cb   

[%] 

S1 - S2 1058 1058 98 128 2.88 3.16 0 3.38 4.02 -3.41 76.9 100 
S2 - S3 1482 1482 136 166 3.28 3.55 0 3.77 4.45 -3.8 74.3 100 
S3 - S4 1776 1776 149 179 3.47 3.75 0 4.17 4.89 -4.2 71.6 100 
S4 - S5 1697 1697 157 187 3.82 4.09 0 4.37 5.12 -4.4 70.2 100 
S5 - S6 1671 1671 151 181 4.37 4.65 0 4.97 5.87 -5.08 66.2 100 
S6 - S7 1760 1760 170 200 5.59 5.87 0 6.34 7.42 -6.36 56.8 100 
S7 - S8 1498 1498 142 172 3.82 4.1 0 4.33 5.09 -4.38 70.4 100 
S8 - S9 1058 1058 98 126 2.86 3.11 0 3.36 3.97 -3.39 77.1 100 
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4.4 Results for a cap-ACL-Tram 
Inputs of the cap-ACL-Tram as echoed back by the simulator are shown in 

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 respectively. 

 
 

Figure 4.9 Capacitor bank echoed input for a cap-ACL-Tram 
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Figure 4.10 Tram echoed input for a cap-ACL-Tram 
 

Simulation results for a cap-ACL-Tram are shown in Figure 4.11 through Figure 
4.14, and results summary is presented in Table 4 .3. 

Tractive effort and speed profiles are shown in Figure 4.11. Tram power 
demand 

dmP , power from contact line (accelerating contact line) 
clP  and power from 

capacitor bank cbP  profiles are shown in Figure 4.12. 
Capacitor bank SOE 

cb , capacitor bank voltage cbV , and capacitor bank current 

cbI  profiles are shown in Figure 4.13. Distance covered (travelled), net energy 
consumption, and capacitor bank state of charge 

cb  simulation results for a cap-ACL-
Tram are shown in Figure 4.14. 
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Figure 4.11 Tractive effort and speed profile results for a cap-ACL-Tram 
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Figure 4.12  Power demand, power from contact line (ACL), and power from capacitor 
bank results for a cap-ACL-Tram. 
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Figure 4.13 Capacitor bank SOE, voltage, and current results for a cap-ACL-Tram 

 
 

Figure 4.14 Distance travelled, net energy consumption, and capacitor bank SOE 
results for a cap-ACL-Tram. 
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Table 4.3 Simulation results summary for cap-ACL-Tram 

Section stnS   
[m] 

trv
stnS  

 [m] 
stnT  

[sec] 
stndT   

[sec] 
stnE  

[kWh] 
stndE   

[kWh] 
trv
clE   

[kWh] 
trv
cbE   

[kWh] 

dw
clE   

[kWh] 

dw
cbE   

[kWh] 

arv
cb  

[%] 
dep
cb   

[%] 

S1 - S2 1058 1058 98 128 2.82 3.09 2.46 0.57 0.91 -0.58 93 100 
S2 - S3 1482 1482 136 166 3.23 3.51 2.45 0.99 1.37 -1 87.9 100 
S3 - S4 1776 1776 149 179 3.45 3.73 2.47 1.37 1.8 -1.39 83.2 100 
S4 - S5 1697 1697 157 187 3.75 4.03 2.44 1.57 2.02 -1.59 80.7 100 
S5 - S6 1671 1671 151 181 4.28 4.56 2.46 2.13 2.63 -2.14 74 100 
S6 - S7 1760 1760 170 200 5.46 5.74 2.46 3.46 4.17 -3.53 57.6 100 
S7 - S8 1498 1498 142 172 3.78 4.05 2.44 1.57 2.01 -1.58 80.8 100 
S8 - S9 1058 1058 98 126 2.81 3.06 2.46 0.56 0.87 -0.56 93.2 100 

 
4.5 Discussion 

Simulation results summary for both trams (cap-Tram and cap-ACL-Tram) is 
presented in Table 4.4. Both trams have equivalent performances with regard to net 
energy consumption, trip time and, minimum capacitor bank SOE during travel. 
However, the cap-ACL-Tram system promises significant capacitor bank size reduction. 

 
Table 4.4. Trams performance comparison summary 

 Capacitor bank 
size 

[modules] 

Capacitor bank 
size 

[kWh] 

totalm  
[metric tons] 

trpE  
[kWh] 

trpT  
[minutes] 

cap-Tram 108 14.77 62.63 32.29 22.28 
cap-ACL-Tram 60 8.2 59.59 31.79 22.28 

                                                    
4.5.1 Capacitor bank reduction 

The cap-ACL-Tram system reduces capacitor bank size by 44.44%. That 
is, from 108 supercapacitor modules to 60. This reveals a significant reduction in 
capacitor bank cost. Considering a capacitor module (Maxwell 125V, 63F) cost of 5,000 
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USD, capacitor bank cost is reduced by 240,000 USD (Mouser Electronics, Inc., 2018) 
and (Arrow Electronics, Inc, 2018). 

As previously mentioned, conventional cap-Tram system (usually) 
needs a charging infrastructure at every stopping station, as it is the case with the 
supercapacitor tram in China. Assuming there is a charging infrastructure at every 
stopping station as needed by cap-Tram system, then, the proposed cap-ACL-Tram 
system does not add cost on traction substations. The only added cost is to extend 
the charging feeder. That is, having a short contact line extending from a station. 

Having 9 stations (8 interstation sections), the route’s total electrified 
distance is 1.2 km. That is, 150 m for each interstation section. Considering 
electrification cost of £45,000 (approximately 62,100 USD) per track km, the added 
cost (for ACLs) is 74,520 USD. This assumes a single wire trolley type ACL arrangement 
(because of low speed) and not the catenary type (DeltaRail Group Limited, 2010).  

The capacitor bank cost reduction is 240,000 USD, whereas added cost 
for the ACLs is 74,520 USD. This considers only one tram operation on the route. Thus, 
with just one tram, the reduced cost is more than three times the added cost. It is 
noteworthy that, the reduced cost is proportional to the number of trams on the 
route, but the added ACLs cost is approximately fixed. That means, the reduced cost 
will double (becoming 480,000 USD) for two trams, and triple (becoming 720,000 USD) 
for three trams, and so forth. Whereas the added ACL cost will be fixed at 74,520 USD. 
This is very interesting, it shows significant cost reduction, especially with multiple 
trams operation on the route. 

4.5.2 Effect of gradient 
Despite the route having small gradients (2% to -2%), effect of gradient 

is evident on sections S3 - S4 (downhill) and S6 - S7 (uphill). These sections’ distances 
are almost the same (1.776 km and 1.76 km respectively), but both trams consume 
more energy on section S6 - S7 (uphill) than on section S3 - S4 (downhill). 

Effect of gradient on power and current demand can also be noticed 
on sections S1 – S2, (fairly flat), S2 - S3 (fairly flat and downhill), and S4 – S6 (rough, 
ups and downs) as shown in Figure 4.15 (for a cap-ACL-Tram). 
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Figure 4.15 Effect of gradient on power and current demand (cap-ACL-Tram) 
 

Even with the small gradients (2% to -2%), gradient effect on power and 
current demand is huge as shown in Figure 4.15 above (a cap-ACL-Tram). Therefore, 
both tram systems are not recommended on hilly routes. With the proposed tram 
system, a hilly route offsets the advantage of the ACL. That is, what was avoided during 
acceleration is encountered on uphill. 

Supercapacitors have low energy density (unlike other ESDs like 
batteries), if they are the sole energy storage devices, they are preferred on routes that 
do not require high energy consumption between any two stations. This can be seen 
on section S6 – S7 (uphill), see the results summary table.  

If a capacitor bank is fully charged during dwell time, then its needed 
size is just to move a tram to the next stop. This means, for a given route, an 
interstation section with the highest energy consumption (gradients play significant 
role) will determine the size of the capacitor bank. 
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4.5.3 Significance of ACLs 
It is appealing to note that, with the cap-ACL-Tram system, energy from 

ACL during interstation travel trv
clE  is more than that from capacitor bank trv

cbE  for all 
interstation sections except section S6 – S7, the uphill section. This agrees with what 
was mentioned in chapter I. That is, attributed to their high inertial and low rolling 
friction, trams consume more energy during acceleration, and much less energy 
thereafter. This also shows the significance of the ACLs.  

4.5.4 Supercapacitors and ACL 
Both trams arrive at station S7 with capacitor bank SOE of around half 

(50%), the minimum limit. Station S7 comes after an uphill section S6 – S7. Both trams 
leave station S7 with capacitor bank fully charged. The ACL delivers 7.42 kWh and 4.17 
kWh to the cap-Tram capacitor bank and the cap-ACL-Tram capacitor bank 
respectively. This significant amount of recharge within 30 seconds is possible with 
supercapacitors since they can be charged quickly (they have high power densities), 
unlike batteries. This shows a good match between supercapacitors and ACLs, it also 
shows a good utilization of the charging infrastructure.
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 

5.1 Conclusion 
On-board storage system in trams is enhanced using Accelerating Contact Lines 

(ACLs). An ACL is a short extension of a conventional charging bar (at a tram station) 
that supplies accelerating power as the tram leaves a station. Since trams demand 
high energy during acceleration, the ACLs are expected to significantly (depending on 
interstation distances) reduce the needed capacity (size) of the on-board storage 
device. Hence, cost reduction for the on-board storage device, and reduction in tram 
effective weight. The latter further reduces tram energy consumption. 

One of the scenarios where ACLs prove useful is when a railway route cannot 
be fully electrified, for reasons such as i) aesthetic in city centers and historical sites, 
ii) electrification complexity due to crossings, bridges, and not enough right of way, and 
iii) electrification cost on idle routes. 

In this study, a supercapacitor tram system, that is, a tram powered solely by 
supercapacitors (cap-Tram) and the proposed supercapacitor and accelerating contact 
line hybrid tram system (cap-ACL-Tram) are modelled and simulated using MATLAB 
(m-files). Simulation results indicate that, comparatively, the cap-ACL-Tram system 
reduces the required size of the on-board energy storage device by 44%, tram effective 
weight by 4.8%, and tram energy consumption by 1.5%. 

The reduction in OBESD is significant, considering the current supercapacitor 
cost (a Maxwell 125V, 63F supercapacitor module costing 5,000 USD). Moreover, such 
a reduction considers only one tram case. Doubling the number of trams (operating 
on a route) will double the cost reduction in on-board energy storage device while the 
cost of ACLs stays the same. Therefore, cost reduction in on-board energy storage 
device is proportional to the number of trams, whereas ACLs cost is constant. 
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A tram system that already has charging infrastructure installed at every station, 
for example, the supercapacitor tram in China, can easily be modified to incorporate 
ACLs by extending the charging bar. Considering the tram system used in the study, 
with only one tram, the cost reduction in on-board energy storage device outweighs 
the ACLs cost.  

 

5.2 Future works 
Future works include: - 
(i) Use of other energy storage devices such as flywheel. 
(ii) Hybridization of energy storage devices such as lithium battery and 

supercapacitor, where both are fully charged at terminal stations. 
(iii) Accelerating contact lines for commuter trains (long distances between 

stations). 
(iv) Introduction of dummy station(s). 
(v) Speed profile optimization for accelerating contact lines tram systems. 
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SIMULATION SETUP MATLAB CODE
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The system simulation ground is setup using two classes, namely, CounterTimer 
class and SimulationGround class. The latter contains a constant handle to the object 
of the former. Other classes inherit from the SimulationGround class. Therefore, they 
share the CounterTimer object. CounterClass is presented in Algorithm A-1 and 
SimulationGround class is presented in Algorithm A-2. 

 
Algorithm A-1 Counter and timer class 

CounterTimer class MATLAB code 

% Written by Joachim J. Mwambeleko 
classdef CounterTimer < handle 
    % Object of this class will be shared  
    % in order to share time and counter data. 
    % Use class that has a constant handle to  
    % this class object e.g. SimulationGround 
    % to update properties of this class. 
    properties 
        dt = 0.5; 
        k = 0;      % Simulation counter 
        time = 0; 
        timeArray = ones(1, 100) * NaN; 
        countArray = ones(1, 100) * NaN; 
    end 
end 
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Algorithm A-2 Simulation ground class 

simulationGround class MATLAB code 

% Written by Joachim J. Mwambeleko 
  
% To set the ground for simulation 
% This class will be inherited by almost all other classes 
% MAKE SURE, its constructor can accept zero arguments 
classdef SimulationGround < matlab.mixin.SetGet 
    properties (Constant, Hidden) 
        g = 9.8; 
        mps2kph = 3.6; 
        kph2mps = 1/3.6; 
        h2s = 3600; 
        s2h = 1/3600; 
        RISE_ERRORS = true; 
         
        ct = CounterTimer;  % Constant handle 
    end 
     
    properties(SetAccess = immutable) 
        DAS; % Used to clear reset arrays of the CounterTimer 
             % It will be empty in other subclass objects 
    end 
     
    methods 
        function obj = SimulationGround(dt, DAS) 
            if nargin > 0 
                mustBeNonempty(dt) 
                mustBeNumeric(dt) 
                obj.ct.dt = dt; 
            end 
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simulationGround class MATLAB code 

            if nargin > 1 
                mustBeInteger(DAS) 
                obj.DAS = DAS; 
                obj.ct.timeArray = ones(1, DAS) * NaN; 
                obj.ct.countArray = ones(1, DAS) * NaN; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    methods 
        function x = initiateStorage(obj) 
            x = obj.ct.timeArray * NaN; 
        end 
         
        function up(obj) 
            % Ups (updates) CounterTimer 
             
            % Increment counter, 
            obj.ct.k = obj.ct.k + 1; 
            % Store current time, 
            obj.ct.countArray(obj.ct.k) = obj.ct.k; 
            obj.ct.timeArray(obj.ct.k) = obj.ct.time; 
            % Then increment time. 
            obj.ct.time = obj.ct.time + obj.ct.dt; 
        end 
         
        function clearCT(obj) 
            %Clears CounterTimer 
            obj.ct.k = 0; 
            obj.ct.time = 0; 
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simulationGround class MATLAB code 

            obj.ct.timeArray = ones(1, obj.DAS) * NaN; 
            obj.ct.countArray = ones(1, obj.DAS) * NaN; 
        end 
    end 
end 
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CAPACITOR MODULE AND CAPACITOR BANK MATLAB CODE
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This section presents MATLAB code used to create capacitor bank 
object. Capacitor module class is presented in Algorithm B 1, capacitor 
module data function is presented in Algorithm B 2, and a function to create 
capacitor bank object and display its information is presented in Algorithm B 
3. Capacitor bank class is presented in Algorithm B 4. A function to display 
capacitor bank data in GUI is presented in Algorithm B 5. The GUI figure is 
developed using GUIDE. 

 
Algorithm B-1 Capacitor module class 

CapModule class MATLAB code 

% Written by Joachim J. Mwambeleko 
classdef CapModule < SimulationGround 
    properties 
        % Will be inherited and modified in CapBank 
        name 
        image 
        voltageRated 
        voltageFullCharge 
        voltageMaxSeries 
        capacitance 
        energyFullCharge 
        currentMax 
        ESR 
        mass 
         
        soeInitial 
        voltageInitial 
    end 
    properties (Hidden) % For Simulation 
        simRemarks 
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CapModule class MATLAB code 

        soe 
        voltage  {mustBeReal}       
        powerArray 
        currentArray 
        soeArray 
        voltageArray {mustBeReal} 
    end   
    methods % Constructor 
        function obj = CapModule(data, SoE, setForSim) 
            obj.name = data.name; 
            obj.image = data.image; 
            obj.voltageRated = data.voltageRated; 
            obj.voltageFullCharge = data.voltageFullCharge; 
            obj.voltageMaxSeries = data.voltageMaxSeries; 
            obj.currentMax = data.currentMaxContinous; 
            obj.capacitance = data.capacitance; 
            obj.ESR = data.ESR; 
            obj.mass = data.mass; 
            obj.energyFullCharge = (0.5 * obj.capacitance * ... 
                obj.voltageFullCharge ^ 2)*obj.s2h; % [Wh] 
             
            % If SoE is given use it to compute voltage (initial) 
            if nargin > 1 && not(isempty(SoE))  
                mustBeGreaterThanOrEqual(SoE, 0) 
                mustBeLessThanOrEqual(SoE, 1) 
                [obj.soe, obj.soeInitial] = deal(SoE); 
                [obj.voltage, obj.voltageInitial] =... 
                    deal(sqrt(obj.soe) * obj.voltageFullCharge); 
            end  
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CapModule class MATLAB code 

            if nargin > 2 && setForSim == true 
                [obj.powerArray,... 
                    obj.currentArray,... 
                    obj.soeArray,... 
                    obj.voltageArray] = deal(obj.initiateStorage()); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    methods % APIs 
        function chargeDischarge(obj, P) 
            % P : power at cap module terminals 
             
            pMAX = 0.12 * obj.voltage ^2 / obj.ESR; % per IEC 62391-2 
            if abs(P) > pMAX 
                error('Power %.1f [W] beyond max %.1f [W]',... 
                    P, pMAX) 
            end 
             
            I = P/obj.voltage; 
             
            if abs(I)> obj.currentMax 
                error('Current %.1f [A] beyond max %.1f [A]', ... 
                    I, obj.currentMax) 
            end 
             
            dE_Wh = ((P + I^2 * obj.ESR) * obj.ct.dt)* obj.s2h; 
            dSoE = dE_Wh/obj.energyFullCharge; 
            nextSoE = obj.soe - dSoE; 
  
            if nextSoE >= 1.01 || nextSoE < 0 
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CapModule class MATLAB code 

                [P, I] = deal(0, 0); 
                [SoE, V] = deal(obj.soe, obj.voltage); % Retain 
            else 
                SoE = nextSoE; 
                if SoE > 1, SoE = 1; end 
                Vo = sqrt(SoE) * obj.voltageFullCharge; 
                V = Vo - I * obj.ESR; 
            end 
             
            % NOTE: obj.soe and obj.voltage are instantiated 
            obj.powerArray(obj.ct.k) = P;  
            obj.currentArray(obj.ct.k)= I;  
            obj.soeArray(obj.ct.k) = obj.soe; 
            obj.voltageArray(obj.ct.k) = obj.voltage; 
             
            % Update state variables 
            obj.soe = SoE; 
            obj.voltage = V; 
        end 
        function plotChargeDischarge(obj) 
            ResultsCap(obj).plotChargeDisCharge() 
        end 
    end 
end 
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Algorithm B-2 Capacitor module data function 

Capacitor Module Data MATLAB code 

% ****  CAPACITOR MODULE DATA **** 
% Maxwell 125V, 63F 
 
function cap = data_capModule_Maxwell_125V_63F() 
cap.name = "Maxwell_125V_63F"; 
cap.manufacturer = "Maxwell Technologies"; 
cap.image = imread('Image_Supercap_Maxwell_125V_63F_380x200.png'); 
  
cap.voltageRated = 125; 
cap.voltageFullCharge = 125; 
cap.voltageMaxSeries = 1500; 
cap.capacitance = 63 ;          % [Farads] 
  
cap.currentMaxContinous =  1900; 
cap.currentMax = 1900; 
  
cap.ESR = 18e-3;                % [ohms] 
% cap.ESR = 18e;       % See effect of ESR 
  
% Physical properties 
cap.mass = 63.4; 
cap.massRemarks = "Including cooling fan [kg]"; 
  
% *** Projected Life *** 
cap.cycleLife = 1e6 ;       % [Cycles] 
cap.dcLife    = 10 ;        % [years], Stored at rated voltage 
cap.shelfLife = 4 ;       % [years], Stored full discharged 
  
% *** Cost *** 
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cap.cost = 5000;          % USD 
cap.costRemarks = "As of 2021. Source : email"; 
  
cap.reference = ... 
    "https://maxwell.com/products/ultracapacitors/modules/"; 

 
Algorithm B-3 Capacitor bank object create function 

createCapBank function MATLAB code 

% Written by Joachim J. Mwambeleko 
  
function capBank = createCapBank(ts) 
% Creates capacitor bank object and 
% calls gui function to display capBank info 
  
% INPUTS 
% ts : Tram System (from TramSystem) 
  
% The function can be run without inputs (easy debugging) 
if nargin == 0 
    [nms, nps] = deal(2); 
else 
    [nms, nps] = deal(ts.nms, ts.nps); 
end 
  
SoE = 1; 
  
moduleData = data_capModule_Maxwell_125V_63F(); 
capSimData = struct(... 
    'SoE', SoE,... 
    'converter_voltageMin',500,... 
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    'converter_voltageMax', 1200); 
  
capBank = CapBank(moduleData, nms, nps, capSimData); 
moduleObject = CapModule(moduleData, capSimData.SoE); 
capBank.guiCapSimData(moduleObject); 

 
Algorithm B-4 Capacitor bank class 

CapBank class MATLAB code 

% Written by Joachim J. Mwambeleko 
  
classdef CapBank < CapModule 
    % NOTE: CapModule(superclass) constructor needs 
    %     i) capacitor module data (md) 
    %     ii) Initial SOE, (optional) for simuulation purpose, and 
    %     iii) setForSim (Optional, boolean) for simuulation purpose 
    %  If setForSim is true, CapModule will initiate storage for  
    %  variables needed for simulation 
    properties (SetAccess = immutable) 
        voltageMinLimit 
        voltageMaxLimit 
        numModules {mustBeInteger} 
        numModulesSeries {mustBeInteger} 
        numParallelStrings {mustBeInteger} 
    end 
     
    methods  % Constructor 
        function obj = CapBank(md, nms, nps, simData) 
            %md : module data 
             
            % CapModule object set for simulation 
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            obj@CapModule(md, simData.SoE, true); 
  
            obj.numModulesSeries = nms; 
            obj.numParallelStrings = nps; 
            obj.numModules = nms * nps; 
             
            % Modify values inherited from CapModule 
            obj.ESR = obj.ESR * nms / nps; 
            obj.capacitance = obj.capacitance * nps / nms; 
            obj.energyFullCharge = obj.energyFullCharge * nms * nps;                
            obj.mass = obj.mass * obj.numModules; 
            obj.currentMax = obj.currentMax * nps; 
            obj.voltageFullCharge = obj.voltageFullCharge * nms; 
            obj.voltage = sqrt(obj.soe) * obj.voltageFullCharge; 
            obj.voltageInitial = obj.voltage; 
  
            obj.name = sprintf('%d V capBank_from_%s',... 
                obj.voltageFullCharge, obj.name); 
             
            % Assign CapBnk voltage limit properties 
            obj.voltageMinLimit = simData.converter_voltageMin; 
            obj.voltageMaxLimit = min(... 
                simData.converter_voltageMax, obj.voltageMaxSeries);           
            %Check voltage_fullcharge Vs voltageMaxLimit 
            mustBeLessThanOrEqual(obj.voltageFullCharge,... 
                obj.voltageMaxLimit) 
        end 
    end 
     
    methods   % capBank State Update API 
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        function updateState(obj, power) 
            chargeDischarge(obj, power) 
            if obj.voltage < obj. voltageMinLimit 
                error('Voltage [V] below min: %.1f  < %.1f ',... 
                    obj.voltage, obj. voltageMinLimit) 
            end 
        end 
         
        function p = getPowerToFullCharge(obj, time) 
            % energy needed [Watt-sec] / time [sec] 
            p = 1.1 * (1 - obj.soe) * .... 
                obj.energyFullCharge * obj.h2s / time; 
        end 
         
        function varsTable = tableVariables(obj) 
            varNames = {'Index', 'Time_S','SOE', 'Voltage_V',... 
                'Power_W', 'Current_A'}; 
            varsTable = table(... 
                obj.ct.countArray',... % NoTe :  
                obj.ct.timeArray',...  % vars are transposed 
                obj.soeArray' * 100,... 
                obj.voltageArray', ... 
                obj.powerArray', ... 
                obj.currentArray', ... 
                'VariableNames',  varNames); 
        end 
         
        function trimArrays(obj) 
             
            %NOTE 
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            % The class has to be a handle class 
            if length(obj.soeArray) > obj.ct.k 
                obj.soeArray = obj.soeArray(1 : obj.ct.k); 
                obj.powerArray = obj.powerArray (1 : obj.ct.k); 
                obj.currentArray = obj.currentArray (1 : obj.ct.k); 
                obj.voltageArray = obj.voltageArray (1 : obj.ct.k); 
            end 
             
            if length(obj.ct.timeArray) > obj.ct.k 
                obj.ct.timeArray = obj.ct.timeArray(1 : obj.ct.k); 
                obj.ct.countArray = obj.ct.countArray(1 : obj.ct.k);               
            end 
        end 
         
        function guiCapSimData(obj, Module) 
            % Module : Module Object 
            guiCapBankSimData(obj, Module); 
        end 
    end 
end 

                     
Algorithm B-5 Function to display capacitor bank data in GUI 

guiCapBankSimData function MATLAB code 

function varargout = guiCapBankSimData(varargin) 
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @guiCapBankSimData_OpeningFcn, ... 
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                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @guiCapBankSimData_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
  
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
  
  
% --- Executes just before guiCapBankSimData is made visible. 
function guiCapBankSimData_OpeningFcn(hObject, ~, handles, varargin) 
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
% varargin   command line arguments to guiCapBankSimData (see VARARGIN) 
  
fontName = 'Times New Roman';  
fontSize = 10 ;                
%--------- Inputs --------------- 
cb = varargin{1}; 
cm = varargin{2}; 
  
%--------- Main Figure ------------ 
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guiCapBankSimData function MATLAB code 

% set(handles.mainFigure, 'menubar', 'figure') 
  
%------- Supercap Image ----------- 
axes(handles.Image) 
imshow(cb.image); 
title(cb.name,... 
    'FontName',fontName, 'fontSize', fontSize, 'interpreter', 'none') 
  
  
%------- nModules & nPS(Parallel strings) ---------- 
set(handles.nModules, 'String',... 
    [num2str(cb.numModules),'  modules (total)']); 
set(handles.nPS, 'String', ... 
    [num2str(cb.numParallelStrings),'  parallel strings']); 
set(handles.nSeries, 'String',... 
    [num2str(cb.numModulesSeries),'  modules in seiries']) 
  
%-  -   -   Table 1 Data -  -   -  7 Rows x 3 Columns 
dataTable1 = { 
    'Voltage full charge  [V]', ... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cm.voltageFullCharge), ... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cb.voltageFullCharge);...       % Row 1 End 
    'Capacitance  [F]', ... 
    sprintf('%.4g', cm.capacitance),... 
    sprintf('%.4g', cb.capacitance);...             % Row 2 End 
    'Energy full charge  [kWh]',.... 
    sprintf('%.2f', cm.energyFullCharge/1e3),... 
    sprintf('%.2f', cb.energyFullCharge/1e3);...    % Row 3 End 
    sprintf('ESR  [m\x2126]'),... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cm.ESR * 1e3),... 
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    sprintf('%.0f', cb.ESR * 1e3);...               % Row 4 End 
    'Current max continous  [A]',... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cm.currentMax),... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cb.currentMax);... 
    'Voltage max series  [V]', ... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cm.voltageMaxSeries),... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cm.voltageMaxSeries);... 
    'Mass  [kg]',... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cm.mass),... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cb.mass);... 
   }; 
set(handles.Table1, 'Data', dataTable1) 
  
%---------- Table 2 Data ---------------- 
if not(isempty(cb.soeInitial)) 
dataTable2 = { 
    'State of Charge  [%]',... 
    sprintf('%.3g', cm.soeInitial * 100),... 
    sprintf('%.3g', cb.soeInitial * 100);... 
    'Voltage  [V]', ... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cm.voltageInitial),... 
    sprintf('%.0f', cb.voltageInitial);... 
    'Energy stored  [kWh]',... 
    sprintf('%.2f', cm.soe * cm.energyFullCharge /1e3),... 
    sprintf('%.2f', cb.soe * cb.energyFullCharge /1e3);... 
    }; 
  
else 
    dataTable2 = { 
        'State of Charge  [%]', 'NaN', 'NaN';... 
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        'Voltage  [V]', 'NaN', 'NaN';... 
        'Energy stored  [kWh]', 'NaN', 'NaN';... 
        }; 
end 
  
set(handles.Table2, 'Data', dataTable2) 
  
% Choose default command line output for guiCapBankSimData 
handles.output = hObject; 
  
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
  
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = guiCapBankSimData_OutputFcn(~, ~, handles)  
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
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Contact line MATLAB code is presented in this section. The contact line class 
is presented in Algorithm C-1. The class can be easily tested using the test function 
presented in Algorithm C-2. Test results are shown in Figure C.1 

Algorithm C-1 Contact line class 

Line class MATLAB code 

% Accelerating Contact Line Class 
% Written by Joachim J. Mwambeleko 
% Last update : 2021, June, 11 
% Use         : Thesis 
  
classdef Line < SimulationGround 
    properties(SetAccess = immutable) 
        % Contact line default values 
        name = 'Overhead DC line' 
        voltageNoLoad = 900; 
        subR = 30 * 1e-3;       % Substation resistance [Ohms] 
        lineRPM = 170 * 1e-6;   % line resistance per meter [Ohms] 
        railRPM = 17.2 * 1e-6;  % rail RPM [Ohms] 
        len = 150;               % ACL length [m] 
        clearance = 6; 
    end 
    properties(Hidden)  % For simulation 
        voltage         % at point of contact to the Tram        
        voltageArray 
        powerArray 
        currentArray 
    end 
     
    methods % Constructor 
        function obj = Line(data, len, clearance, setForSim) 
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            if nargin > 0 && not(isempty(data)) 
                obj.name = name; 
                obj.voltageNoLoad = data.voltageNoLoad; 
                obj.subR = data.subR; 
                obj.lineRPM = data.lineRPM; 
                obj.railRPM = data.railRPM; 
            end 
            if nargin > 1 && isPositive(len) 
                %isPositive is in supportFuncs folder 
                obj.len = len; 
            end 
            if nargin > 2 && isPositive(clearance) 
                obj.clearance = clearance; 
            end 
            if nargin > 3 && setForSim ==  true 
                obj.voltage = obj.voltageNoLoad; 
                [obj.powerArray,... 
                    obj.currentArray,... 
                    obj.voltageArray]= ... 
                    deal(obj.initiateStorage()); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    methods 
         
        function updateState(obj, power, dfs) 
            % power  tram power demand [W] 
            % dfs:   tram distance from feeding substation 
            if dfs > obj.len - obj.clearance 
                power = 0; 
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            end 
             
            if power < 0 
                error(['Negative power [kW] %.0f : ',... 
                'The line is unidirectional.'], power/1e3) 
            end 
             
            I = power/obj.voltage; 
            R = obj.lineRPM * dfs; 
            V = obj.voltageNoLoad - (I * (R + obj.subR)); 
             
            % obj.voltage has to be initiated 
            % obj.voltage is the voltage before(at which)  
            % power was demanded (numerical approach) 
            obj.powerArray(obj.ct.k) = power; 
            obj.currentArray(obj.ct.k) = I; 
            obj.voltageArray(obj.ct.k) = obj.voltage; 
             
            %- What's the voltage change after time dt; 
            %- Voltage taken as a state variable 
            obj.voltage = V; 
        end 
         
        function plotLineProfile(obj) 
            ResultsLine(obj).plotProfile(); 
        end 
        function varsTable = tableVariables(obj) 
            varNames = {'Index', 'Time',... 
                'Power_kW','Current_A', 'Voltage_V'}; 
            % If DAS > k, don't include the NANs  
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            varsTable = table(... 
                row2col(obj.ct.countArray(1 : obj.ct.k)),... 
                row2col(obj.ct.timeArray(1 : obj.ct.k)),... 
                row2col(obj.powerArray(1 : obj.ct.k)/1e3),... 
                row2col(obj.currentArray(1 : obj.ct.k)), ... 
                row2col(obj.voltageArray(1 : obj.ct.k)), ... 
                'VariableNames',  varNames); 
        end 
         
        function trimArrays(obj) 
            % If length(initiated_array_storage) > counter vaule k 
            % Trim arrays to counter vaule k (remove the NaNs) 
             
            %Usefullness 
            % table and displayTablePortion 
            % Results: passing data by value 
             
            %NOTE: plot needs equal length  
            if length(obj.soeArray) > obj.ct.k 
                obj.soeArray = obj.soeArray(1 : obj.ct.k); 
                obj.powerArray = obj.powerArray (1 : obj.ct.k); 
                obj.currentArray = obj.currentArray (1 : obj.ct.k); 
                obj.voltageArray = obj.voltageArray (1 : obj.ct.k); 
            end 
             
            % time and count Arrays might have been trimmed elsewhere 
            if length(obj.ct.timeArray) > obj.ct.k 
                obj.ct.timeArray = obj.ct.timeArray(1 : obj.ct.k); 
                obj.ct.countArray = obj.ct.countArray(1 : obj.ct.k); 
            end 
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        end 
         
    end 
end 
  
  
%{ 
References 
 [1]: Energy Saving in Public Transport [IEEE Magazine, 2008] 
       Network:- 
        Contact line structure : Overhead contact line 
        Contact line material  : Copper 
        Contact line crossectional areea  :  100 mm^2 
        Overhead line resistance : 170E-3 [Ohm/km] = 170E-6 [Ohm/m] 
        Rail electric resistance : 17.2E-3 [Ohm/km] = 17.2E-6 [Ohm/km] 
        Substation internal resistance: 30E-3 Ohm 
        No load substation voltage: 900 V 
%} 
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Algorithm C-2 Contact line test function (object) with constant power  

Line test function(object)teo_Line_cp MATLAB code 

% Written by Joachim J. Mwambeleko 
  
% ** Add path (RUN 'main') before running this file 
  
% teo_Line_cp : Test Object Line at Constant Power 
% Basic Test 
  
% The Line class has default values for line properties 
  
clc ; clear variables; close all 
  
dt = 0.5;  
DAS = 5000; 
sg = SimulationGround(dt, DAS); 
sg.clearCT     %clear couterTimer (IMPORTANT) 
  
%Create line Object set for Simulation 
len = 150; 
clearance = 6; 
setForSim = true; 
line = Line([], len, clearance, setForSim); 
  
% Test with constant power demand 
maxTE = 60e3; 
baseSpd = 25 / 3.6; 
efc = 0.75; 
power = (maxTE * baseSpd) / efc; 
  
for dfs = 0 : len - clearance 
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Line test function(object)teo_Line_cp MATLAB code 

    sg.up()  %update CounterTimer 
     
    % Increasing distance dfs 
    line.updateState(power, dfs); 
end 
    
line.plotLineProfile(); 
disp('Line variables table(table portion)') 
displayTablePortion(line.tableVariables()) 
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Figure C.1 Contact line test results at constant power 
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